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William B. Gould IV
**

 

 

Much of late twentieth century and twenty first century labor law focuses upon the question of 

employee status, i.e., who can properly be identified as an employee. Resolution of questions relating to 

who is part of the labor law framework are both critical and fundamental.
1
 The issue has been dramatized 

by virtue of the many alternate arrangements beyond those that were traditional in the immediate post-

World War II era which have emerged in recent years, as well as the enhanced distance between capital 

technological innovations which invite investments and the worker who performs services for the 

employer. Many or most of these developments have placed new tension upon employee status, 

producing disputes about how society defines employees for labor law purposes and the protection that 

labor law provides.
2
 The trends appear to walk in lockstep toward greater inequality between the haves 

and have nots and the consequent social ills associated with the ever-widening income gap. 

 The focus of this article is upon the gig economy
3
, particularly those who work with the highly 

sought-after ride sharing or ride hailing services associated with firms like Uber
4
, Lyft, and others,

5
 

though it extends to skilled tradespeople, cleaners, cooks, and various kinds of personal assistants and 

delivery people that are part of new and more efficient means to deliver inexpensive products to the 

public.
6
 States Professor Orly Lobel: “Advances in digital technologies, the widespread availability of 

                                                 
**

 Charles A. Beardsley Professor of Law Emeritus at Stanford Law School; Chairman of the National Labor 

Relations Board (1994-1998); Chairman of the California Agricultural Labor Relations Board (2014-2017). 
1
 See Marc Linder, Towards Universal Worker Coverage Under the National Labor Relations Act: Making Room for 

Uncontrolled Employees, Dependent Contractors, and Employee-Like Persons, 66 UNIV. OF DET. L.R. 555 (1988-

1989). 
2
 See generally Eli Lehrer, The Future Work, NATIONAL AFFAIRS 35 (Summer 2016) at 35; Andrew Stern and Eli 

Lehrer, How to Modernize Labor Law, NATIONAL AFFAIRS 30 (Winter 2017) at 52; ARUN SUNDARARAJAN, THE 

SHARING ECONOMY: THE END OF EMPLOYMENT AND THE RISE OF CROWD-BASED CAPITALISM (2016). 
3
 The Cambridge English Dictionary defines “gig economy” as follows: “A way of working that is based on people 

having temporary jobs or doing separate pieces of work, each paid separately, rather than working for an employer.” 

CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH DICTIONARY, CAMBRIDGE UNIV. PRESS. 
4
 The departure of Travis Kalanick brought new challenges for Uber’s new leadership. See Katie Benner, For Uber, 

a Sudden Thorn, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 18, 2017 at B1; Farhad Manjoo, Crossroad for Uber: A Question of Vision as a 

Leader is Picked, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 29, 2017 at B1; Leslie Hook, Lyft wins $1bn Alphabet funding and raises hear 

on arch-rival Uber, FINANCIAL TIMES, Oct. 20, 2017 at 1; Profit, not culture, will be Uber’s biggest hurdle, 

FINANCIAL TIMES, Sept. 5, 2017 at 8; Katie Benner and Mike Isaac, Uber Board Approves Power Shift Amid Strife, 

N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 4, 2017 at B1; Carolyn Said, Ex-CEO’s power roils Uber, S.F. CHRONICLE, Oct. 3, 2017 at D1. 

See also Frank Field and Andrew Forsey, Sweated Labour: Uber and the ‘gig economy,’ (Dec. 2016) (Describing 

some of the labor practices of Uber in Great Britain).  
5
 Many of the problems addressed here antedate the advent of the gig economy by a number of years. In a landmark 

article, professor Harry Arthurs appears to be the first to address this issue more than a half-century ago. H.W. 

Arthurs, The Dependent Contractor: A Study of Legal Problems of Countervailing Power, 16 UNIV. OF TORONTO L. 

J. 89 (1965).   
6
 Indeed perhaps the first NLRB General Counsel complaint in this arena has taken place outside of the industry 

which occupies most of the discussion in this article. See Handy Technologies, Inc., Case Nos. 01-CA-158125 & 01-

CA-158144 (Aug. 28, 2017). The above case involves the NLRA but disputes of this kind have recently arisen in 

connection with the delivery of food orders. See, for instance, Lawson v. Grubhub, Inc., Docket No. 3:15-cv-05128 

(N.D. Cal. Nov 9, 2015). Some of the focus inevitably involves workers who are, given their language and 

undocumented status, even more vulnerable than the above groups and subject to employer misconduct of a different 

nature. See, for instance, Justin Miller, The Fight to Organize Port Drivers -- Modern – Day Indentured Servants, 

THE AMERICAN PROSPECT, June 26, 2017; Green Fleet Systems, LLC, 2015 WL 1619964 (April 29, 2015), adopted 

by the Board in the absence of exceptions, 2015 WL 4932363 (August 18, 2015); Preliminary Injunction granted in 
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handheld devices, and ever-increasing high-speed connectivity have combined with the realities presented 

by several cycles of economic downturn, shifts in lifestyle, and generational preferences.”
7
  

In the Introduction, Part I, this article addresses developments relating to the so-called gig economy 

and characterizes the problems as I see them. Part II reviews the cases arising under the National Labor 

Relations Act (NLRA) and the factors relied upon to resolve the independent contractor-employee 

conundrum under that statute, and provides some suggestions with regard to the way in which the ride 

sharing driver issue should be addressed and resolved. Part III deals with some of the early class actions 

that have emerged in connection with drivers at Uber and Lyft and discusses the barriers in the path of 

such. Part IV addresses the important Seattle ordinance in which Seattle has asserted jurisdiction over 

transportation in connection with its labor-management relations. It discusses the litigation that has arisen 

from it and provides assessments as to how the issues involved should be resolved. Part V deals with the 

emergence of union activity in the ride sharing and ride hailing industry, the issues that are being 

discussed between labor and management, and the discussion of changes in practice and legislative 

reform relating to so-called portable benefits. The portable benefits reform might provide health 

insurance, pensions and leave for illness and family-related matters to individuals who enter into 

relationships with more than one employer and have a particular need for the benefits to be portable. 

I. Introduction 

 

The use of an app and the GPS system has allowed new ridesharing employers to retain labor 

which is more flexible and autonomous than most traditional employment relationships. These individuals 

can and do work for a number of companies simultaneously and can devise flexible schedules, varying 

from a 50-hour work week or more to occasional work for two, three, or four hours on the weekend so as 

to obtain extra money in addition to another income derived from wages or fringe benefits.
8
 One area of 

conflict has taken the form of litigation before the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) and the 

courts, and it has presented the issue of whether such individuals can be properly characterized as 

employees or as independent contractors. As has been made clear in Seattle in particular (discussed 

below),
9
 the companies are deeply hostile to trade union organization and have engaged in a variety of 

                                                                                                                                                             
Olivia Garcia, Green Fleet Systems, LLC, CV-14-06220-PSG-JEM (October 10, 2014); Cf Marc Linder, Dependent 

and Independent Contractors in Recent U.S. Labor Law: An Ambiguous Dichotomy Rooted in Simulated Statutory 

Purposelessness, 21 COMP. LAB. L. & POL’Y J. 187 (1999). Some of the issues relate to relatively affluent 

professionals as well. See Elizabeth Kennedy, Freedom from Independence: Collective Bargaining Rights for 

Dependent Contractors, 26 BERKELEY J. EMP. & LAB. L. 143, 155-160 (2005); AmeriHealth Inc., 326 NLRB 509 

(1998); AmeriHealth Inc., 329 NLRB 870 (1999); Lancaster Symphony Orchestra v. NLRB, 822 F.3d 563 (D.C. 

Cir. 2016). Cf. James Watkins, Are High-Skilled Workers the Future of the Gig Economy?, THE DAILY DOSE, Oct. 

4, 2017, http://www.ozy.com/acumen/are-high-skilled-workers-the-future-of-the-gig-economy/80984. 
7
 Orly Lobel, The Gig Economy & The Future of Employment and Labor Law, 51 UNIV. OF SAN FRANCISCO L.R. 51, 

52 (2017). 
8
 See generally Aaron Smith, Gig Work, Online Selling and Home Sharing, PEW RESEARCH CENTER (2016); 

Independent Work: Choice, Necessity and the Gig Economy, MCKINSEY & CO.: MCKINSEY GLOBAL INSTITUTE, 

(2016); Ryan Calo and Alex Rosenblat, The Taking Economy: Uber, Information, and Power, 117 COL. L. REV.__ 

(2017); Orly Lobel, The Law of the Platform, 101 MINN. L. REV. 87 (2016); Miriam A. Cherry, Beyond 

Misclassification: The Digital Transformation of Work,  37 COMP. LAB. L. & POL’Y J. 577 (2016); Miriam A. 

Cherry, Invisible Labor and People Analytics, 61 ST. LOUIS UNIV. L.J. 1(2017); Miriam A. Cherry and Antonio 

Aloisi, ‘Dependent Contractors’ in the Gig Economy: A Comparative Approach, 66 AMERICAN UNIV. L. REV. 635 

(2017). A thorough discussion of the problems of discrimination in this new economy is contained in Nancy Leong 

& Arron Belzer, The New Public Accommodations: Race Discrimination in the Platform Economy, 105 GEO. L. J. 

1271 (2017). 
9
 See generally Dmitri Iglitzin & Jennifer L. Robbins, The City of Seattle’s Ordinance Providing Collective 

Bargaining Rights to Independent Contractor for-hire Drivers: An Analysis of the Major Legal Hurdles, 38  

BERKELEY J. EMP. & LAB. L. 49 (2017). 
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anti-union tactics and messaging aimed at both drivers as well as the public--the fight over both 

employment status and labor union representation takes place in connection with an on demand economy 

which provides services that are attractive to the public
10

 and yet undercuts the standards of many of those 

who provide services.
11

 As one scholar has noted when speaking about non-professionals who work in the 

so-called sharing economy: “… as a marketplace for work, high start-up costs push entrepreneurs to seek 

aggressive cost savings. In that pursuit, employment taxes and other workplace liabilities appear to be 

low-hanging fruit.”
12

 This is not the first time that unions and employees have had to push back against a 

new business model which subordinates labor.
13

 

 

About the “gig economy” and its “false promise,” the New York Times has had this to say:  
 

The promises Silicon Valley makes about the gig economy can sound appealing. Its digital technology lets 

workers become entrepreneurs, we are told, freed from the drudgery of 9-to-5 jobs. Students, parents and 

others can make extra cash in their free time while pursuing their passions, maybe starting a thriving small 

business.  
 

In reality, there is no utopia at companies like Uber, Lyft, Instacart, and Handy, whose workers are 

often manipulated into working long hours for low wages while continually chasing the next ride 

or task. These companies have discovered they can harness advances in software and behavioral 

sciences to old-fashioned worker exploitation, according to a growing body of evidence, because 

employees lack the basic protections of American law.
14 

 

                                                 
10

 Leslie Hook, The view from the driving seat, FINANCIAL TIMES, Oct. 5, 2017 at 11 (“Ever since it was founded in 

2009, Uber has had a single-minded focus on one thing: the passenger. As the company grew to more than 70 

countries, and earned a valuation close to $70bn, passengers’ rides got better, faster, and cheaper, with usage soaring 

as a result. But during Uber’s years of breakneck growth, the drivers were left behind. Lawsuit piled upon lawsuit, 

alleging that drivers were misclassified, or that their pay was not calculated correctly. Meanwhile, lots of drivers 

voted with their feet: nearly half of Uber drivers in the US quit in less than a year, according to company statistics 

collected in 2013-2015. More and more have started driving for rival Lyft, which has been gaining market were 

sharing in the US, partly thanks to its pro-driver reputation”).  
11

 Annette Bernhardt, Labor Standards and the Reorganization of Work: Gaps in Data and Research 107 (INST. FOR 

RES. IN LAB. & AMP., Working Paper No. 100-14-2014), http://irle.berkeley.edu/files/2014/Labor-Standards-and-

the-Reorganization-of-Word.pdf). The taxi industry and its labor standards have been diminished by virtue of not 

only its own inefficiencies but also cheaper labor costs and technological innovation in ride sharing. See Winnie Hu, 

As Uber Ascends, Debt Demolishes Taxi Drivers, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 11, 2017 at A1. But the outcome is by no means 

certain. See Profit, not culture, will be Uber’s biggest hurdle, FINANCIAL TIMES (LONDON), Sept. 5, 2017 at 8; Adam 

Vaccaro, At Logan, Uber and Lyft squeezing the taxis, BOSTON GLOBE, Aug. 15, 2017 at C1. 
12

 Elizabeth J. Kennedy, Employed by an Algorithm: Labor Rights in the On-Demand Economy, 40 SEATTLE U. L. 

REV. 987, 993 (2017). 
13

 W. Harry Fortuna, The gig economy is a disaster for workers. Hollywood’s unions can help them learn to fight 

back, QUARTZ (Sept. 1, 2017); Catherine Fisk, Hollywood’s Writers and the Gig Economy, U. CHI. LEGAL F. 

(forthcoming 2017). 
14 

The Gig Economy’s False Promise, N.Y. TIMES, April 10, 2017, at A20. See generally All Eyes on the Gig 

Economy, THE ECONOMIST(March 9, 2013), https://www.economist.com/news/technology-quarterly/21572914-

collaborative-consumption-technology-makes-it-easier-people-rent-items; Can the Sharing Economy Provide Good 

Jobs?, WALL ST. J. (January 28, 2017), https://www.wsj.com/articles/can-the-sharing-economy-provide-good-jobs-

1431288393; William B. Gould IV, Growing “Gig Economy” also Grows Wealth Gap, SAN JOSE MERCURY-NEWS  

May 7, 2017, at A14; William B. Gould IV, keynote speech at Global Chamber San Francisco’s event, “Gig 

Economy: Emerging Trends & Keys to Retaining Top Talent,” in Palo Alto, CA (Nov. 14, 2017), https://www-

cdn.law.stanford.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/WBGouldIV-Gig-EconomyKeynote-Speech-11-14-2017.pdf.
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In the 1980s and '90s, the concept of contingent worker status--originally so named by Audrey 

Freedman of the Conference Board
15

--began to unfold in the form of worker referrals to a particular 

company by a third party. Manpower was the most important of them (with Kelly Girl its predecessor in 

the 50s and 60s), and the NLRB, interpreting the NLRA, went on a seesaw decision-making process in 

attempting to determine whether these employees could participate in the union electoral process and 

collective bargaining provided by federal labor laws. The Obama Board sanctioned some participation in 

the electoral process by putting referred employees alongside of so-called regular or "permanent" 

employees employed directly by the enterprise itself.
16

 In a sense, this mirrored casual and sometimes 

seasonal workers who had often been more frequently referred by union hiring halls at a time when the 

unions were stronger in the 1950’s and ‘60s.
17

 Subsequently, part time workers became more important, 

particularly because they could not enjoy the same range of fringe benefits, such as medical insurance and 

pensions, as did the regular employees.  

 

There is some dispute about the extent to which the status of the independent contractor has 

increased in recent years, though “…supplementary self-employment work appears to be 

increasing…[and]… misclassification appears to be more common in particular industries, such as home 

care, janitorial services, construction, trucking, hospitality, and restaurant.”
18

 In California, more of the 

independent contractors as compared to employees are “…likely to be older men and white (though about 

half are workers of color), and they are somewhat more likely to be foreign-born, reflecting growing rates 

of self-employment among immigrants over the past three decades.”
19

 As might be anticipated, the 

demographics “…differ markedly across the occupational spectrum…[with] women, immigrants, and 

Latinos are disproportionately employed in what are typically low wage occupations, while white 

independent contractors are disproportionately employed in what are typically higher-wage 

occupations.”
20

 In any event, more of these categories of work have seemed to expand over the past few 

decades
21

 and, in so doing, have posed problems for the unions, collective bargaining, the safety net, and 

indeed, growing inequality in society generally. This has spread the risk
22

 in the worker-employer 

                                                 
15 

See “Contingent” Work Force Expands Rapidly as Firms Seek Buffers in Economic Downturn, DAILY LABOR 

REPORT No. 138, at A-3 (July 18,1985).  
16

 See In re M.B. Sturgis, Inc., 331 NLRB 1298 (2000), reversed by In re H.S. Care L.L.C., 343 NLRB 659 (2004), 

reversed by Miller & Anderson, Inc., 364 NLRB No. 39 (2016) (The Obama Board reaffirming the Sturgis board’s 

sanctioning of units of the employees employed by a supplier employer); Tree of Life, Inc., 336 NLRB No. 77 

(2001); Glenn Burkins, Labor Board May Allow More Temps to Join Unions, WALL ST. J. (Dec. 2, 1996) at A3 

(where I said: Current rules that make it ‘virtually impossible’ for temps to join unions alongside an employer’s 

permanent staff are based on a ‘flimsy premise’); See also Barnaby Feder, Bigger Roles for Suppliers of Temporary 

Workers, N.Y. TIMES, April 1, 1995. Cf. Vizcaino v. Microsoft Corp., 97 F.3d 1187 (9
th

 Cir. 1996) (Temporary 

Workers deemed entitled to the same benefits as their permanent counterparts); Ninth Circuit Finds That 

Misclassified Employees Are Eligible for Federally Regulated Employee Benefits, 111 HARV. L. REV. 609 (1997). 
17

 See Local 357, Int’l. Bhd. of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of America v. NLRB, 365 U.S. 

667 (1961). In a recent and wide ranging article discussing, in part, Meyer v. Kalanick, 174 F. Supp.3d 817 (S.D. 

N.Y. 2016), vacated by Meyer v. Uber Techs., Inc., 868 F.3d 66 (2d Cir. 2017), which articulated antitrust liability 

for Uber vis-à-vis passengers and the driver-company arrangement, the author finds a link between Local 357 and 

practices of ridesharing companies under discussion in this article. See Sanjukta M. Paul, Uber as For-Profit Hiring 

Hall: A Price-Fixing Paradox and Its Implications, 38 BERKELEY J. EMP. & LAB. L. 233 (2017). 
18

 Annette Bernhardt and Sarah Thomason, What Do We Know About Gig Work in California? An Analysis of 

Independent Contracting, UC BERKELEY LABOR CENTER (June 14, 2017). 
19

 Id. at 2. 
20

 Id. at 12. 
21

 See, e.g., GUY STANDING, THE PRECARIAT: THE NEW DANGEROUS CLASS (2011). 
22

 See JACOB S. HACKER, THE GREAT RISK SHIFT (2006). 
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relationship to the former and expanded the labor market of contractor employees who are the recipients 

of inferior compensation and benefits.
23

 

  

Notwithstanding the passage of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010--it been 

under considerable assault by its opponents in 2017
24

--a decline in the welfare state in the United States 

has placed an extraordinary amount of weight and pressure upon the employment relationship as the 

employment relationship withers away. A "job with benefits" has entered into the American parlance, and 

that job is frequently those few which are unionized or with the diminishing number of companies which 

fear unionization,
25

 containing negotiated fringe benefits like health care, pensions, and leave benefits 

along with so-called supplemental compensation in connection with layoffs.
26

 As has been discussed in 

great detail elsewhere, the trade union sector of the economy has declined precipitously, initially 

beginning in the 1960s and ‘70s and then in a kind of freefall during the past couple of decades. While 

there has been considerable debate about the role of the law in this phenomenon, the fact is that law 

appears to mirror developments in other areas like technology and trade and thus is a subordinate factor 

more often than not.
27

 For instance, in recent years the Obama Board has vigorously pursued 

appropriately expansive interpretations of the NLRA,
28

 while the trade union movement has continued to 

decline.
29

 

                                                 
23

 See Neil Irwin, The Great American Janitor Test, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 3, 2017); DAVID WEIL, THE FISSURED 

WORKPLACE: WHY WORK BECAME SO BAD FOR SO MANY BAD AND WHAT CAN BE DONE TO IMPROVE IT (2014). 
24

 See, for instance, Margot Sanger-Katz, Fewer Perks in Health Bill Tilting Right, N.Y. TIMES, July 14, 2017, at 

A1; Kate Zernike, Reed Abelson, and Abby Goodnough, New Effort to Kill Health Law Is G.O.P.’s Most Far-

Reaching, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 22, 2017, at A1. 
25

 This corporate practice is described in detail in RICK WARTZMAN, THE END OF LOYALTY: THE RISE AND FALL OF 

GOOD JOBS IN AMERICA (2017). The lawfulness of these practices has been addressed in an opinion authored by 

myself and another Board Member in Dayton Hudson Dept. Store Co., 324 NLRB 33 (1997): 

 

 “…the Board's decision today does not condemn employment practices, developed in the absence of union activity 

or the perceived imminent resurrection of same, which are designed to instill a high morale among employees and 

thus deter employees from seeking unionization. Such practices are not designed to influence a specific choice 

presented to employees by a union seeking to represent them. There is nothing unlawful about improved 

employment conditions which may make it less likely that employees will opt for unionization. Different 

considerations come into play when, as here, the employees are presented with such a choice. Thus, the Board has 

long held that during a union campaign, an employer must make certain employment decisions as it would if the 

union were not on the scene. With respect to benefits, for example, if an employer's course of action is prompted by 

the union's presence, then the employer violates the Act whether he confers benefits or withholds them because of 

the union. Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., 166 NLRB 27, 29 fn. 1 (1967). See also NLRB v. Exchange Parts, 375 

U.S. 405 (1964), where the Supreme Court held that the conferral of benefits to employees while a representation 

election was pending, for the purpose of inducing employees to vote against the union, interferes with, restrains, or 

coerces employees in the exercise of their Sec. 7 rights.” Dayton Hudson Dept. Store Co., 324 NLRB 33, 36 n. 17 

(1997). 
26

 Inland Steel Co. v. NLRB, 170 F.2d 247 (7th Cir. 1948), cert. denied, 336 U.S. 960 (1949) (holding that the order 

of the Board requiring the company to bargain with respect to retirement and pension matters is valid and consistent 

with the NLRA). 
27

 See generally WILLIAM B GOULD IV, AGENDA FOR REFORM: THE FUTURE OF EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIPS AND 

THE LAW (1993). 
28

 See, e.g., Browning-Ferris Industries of California, Inc., 362 NLRB No. 186 (2015); The Trustees of Columbia 

University in the City of New York, 364 NLRB No. 90 (2016); Specialty Healthcare & Rehabilitation Center of 

Mobile, 357 NLRB No. 83 (2011), enf’d sub nom Kindred Nursing Centers East LLC v. NLRB 727 F.3d 552 (6th 

Cir. 2013); Miller & Anderson, Inc., 364 NLRB No. 39 (2016); Purple Communications, Inc., 361 NLRB No. 126 

(2014). The Obama Board engaged in important rulemaking initiatives. See Representation-Case Procedures, 79 

Fed. Reg. 74308-10 (December 15, 2014), aff’d Associated Builders and Contractors of Texas, Inc. v. NLRB 826 

F.3d 215 (5th Cir. 2016) (approving the rule which was designed to decrease the time preceding union elections and 

providing for employees to take a vote on union representation as soon as eleven days subsequent to the filing of a 
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But throughout all of this, one thing has remained clear for the workers. In order to have access to 

many of the benefits and statutory machinery which were enacted between the Great Depression and the 

1970s, one must be characterized as an employee. Employee status is a prerequisite to obtaining 

unemployment compensation benefits and worker compensation for injuries incurred in the course of 

employment. Generally, only employees may invoke anti-discrimination legislation.
30

 The same holds 

true for Social Security benefits as well. Independent contractors are excluded from both the laws 

facilitating the collective bargaining process as well as the above noted areas.  Finally, though the article 

takes note of Krueger-Harris
31

 advocacy of a so-called third classification for workers who do not clearly 

fall on one side of the employee-independent contractor line, I have tended to view these proposals with 

considerable skepticism given the analysis undertaken below both representing my views at the NLRB 

and those subsequently obtained in the two decades since my departure from Washington, D.C.
32

 I am 

aware that some employers are willing to provide benefits not currently available to any contractors, 

dependent or independent, so long as they can preserve or diminish their labor law liability for such. From 

my perspective, the proposals for a so-called third classification are rather self-serving, though I recognize 

that the prospects for success for gig workers at both the federal and state level may be somewhat distant 

and that a special third classification which carries with it portable benefits legislation could well be the 

best that can be obtained in an extremely imperfect world where right wing conservatism dominates all 

branches of government.
33

 

II. The National Labor Relations Act cases; the conflict between employee and 

independent contractor status 

Discussion of the gig economy has dramatized the above-noted divide under the NLRA in this 

century to a greater extent than the one just passed, particularly where the pursuit of workers’ right to 

associate with one another is for the purpose of some form of collective activity. As noted, only 

                                                                                                                                                             
representation petition). However, the Board sometimes takes a cautious position in response to Congressional 

hostility. See, for instance, Northwestern University, 362 NLRB No. 167 (2015); Contra, William B. Gould IV, 

Glenn M. Wong, and Eric Weitz, Full Court Press: Northwestern University, a New Challenge to the NCAA, 35 

Loy. L.A. Ent. L. Rev. 1 (2014).  
29

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, union membership rates have decreased from 12.3% in2009 to 10.7% 

in 2016. In the same period of time, the percentage of the workforce covered by union contracts also decreased from 

13.6% to 12%. See Union Members-2016, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS NEWS RELEASE (Jan. 27, 2017), 

https://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/union2.pdf; In the past several decades, union membership in the U.S. has 

steadily declined. The number of employed union members has declined by 2.9 million since 1983, from over 20% 

of the American workforce in 1983 to just over 10% in 2016. See Union Membership in the United States, Bureau of 

Labor Statistics Spotlight on Statistics (Sept. 2016), https://www.bls.gov/spotlight/2016/union-membership-in-the-

united-states/home.htm. See generally SOLOMON BARKIN, THE DECLINE OF THE LABOR MOVEMENT (Center for the 

Study of Democratic Institutions, 1961); A.H. Raskin, The Big Squeeze on Labor Unions, ATLANTIC MONTHLY 

41(Oct. 1979); A.H. Raskin, The Squeeze on Unions, ATLANTIC MONTHLY 55 (June 1961). For a more 

contemporary perspective, see Rana Foroohar, U.S. union revival is long overdue, FINANCIAL TIMES, July 31, 2017 

at 9; William Forbath and Brishen Rogers, New Workers, New Labor Laws, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 4, 2017 at A21.  
30

 Some state courts have held that independent contractors as well as employees are protected by state anti-

discrimination legislation. See Currier v. Northland Services, Inc., 332 P.3d 1006 (Wash. Ct. App. 2014). But this is 

against the grain of most states. See National Employment Law Project, The On-Demand Economy and Anti-

Discrimination Protections (2017), http://www.nelp.org/content/uploads/On-Demand-Anti-Discrimination-

Protections.pdf. See also Hargrove v. Sleepy's LLC, 106 A.3d 449 (N.J. 2015) (The New Jersey Supreme Court 

applying a new test that opens the door for more misclassification challenges and expands the coverage of 

protections).  
31

 Seth D. Harris and Alan B. Krueger, A Proposal for Modernizing Labor Laws for Twenty-First-Century Work: 

The “Independent Worker,” THE HAMILTON PROJECT (Brookings, December 2015). 
32

 WILLIAM B. GOULD IV, LABORED RELATIONS: LAW, POLITICS, AND THE NLRB—A MEMOIR (2000). 
33

 These views are developed in more detail in pages 35-36. 
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employees can utilize the right to organize into unions, to engage in the collective bargaining process, and 

to protest employment conditions under the NLRA. The exclusion of independent contractors now 

constituting, by some measure,
34

 55 million individuals gig workers and more than one-third of the 

country’s workforce places parameters around this right, necessitating an examination of both the concept 

of employer and employee rights which can be enjoyed beyond this relationship itself.
35

 

  

Supervisors, once included within the protection of the NLRA,
36

 are excluded though issues 

relating to them may come into play if they affect employees.
37

 But like confidential employees,
38

 so-

called managerial employees are also excluded, as interpreted by the Supreme Court,
39

 and this exclusion 

has frequently included professors in private universities.
40

 

  

But the most immediately relevant gig economy line of authority is rooted in the Supreme Court's 

decision of NLRB v. Hearst Newspapers,
41

 interpreting the word “employee” under the Wagner Act as it 

was known then, prior to the amendments to the NLRA. Here the Court was confronted with a case 

involving so-called "news boys" for Los Angeles newspapers who were "generally mature men, 

dependent on the proceeds of their sales for their sustenance, and frequently supporters of families" who 

were worked as "news vendors on a regular basis” with little turnover.
42

 The question was whether the 

news boys were "employees" within the meaning of the NLRA and thus entitled to its protections. The 

Court, speaking through Justice Rutledge, noted that Congress had not "explicitly" defined the term and 

concluded that the word "employee" did not allow any "definite meaning," and that Congress was not 

"…thinking solely of the immediate technical relation of employer and employee."
43

 Said the Court: 

"[Congress] had in mind at least some other persons than those standing in the proximate legal 

relationship of employee to the particular employer involved in the labor dispute."
44

  

 

                                                 
34

 See, for instance, Bernhardt and Thomason, What Do We Know About Gig Work in California? An Analysis of 

Independent Contracting, supra note 18 (55 million workers is the high-end estimate of the number of independent 

contractors excluded from the NLRA. Other studies have set the number between 20-25 million workers). A more 

detailed discussion of hours of work, income, and exposure to financial risks is contained in Gig Workers in 

America: Profiles, Mindsets, and Financial Wellness, Prudential Financial (2017), 

http://research.prudential.com/documents/rp/Gig_Economy_Whitepaper.pdf.  
35

 Additionally, there are numerous other exclusions beyond those discussed in this article for those employed by 

public sector employers and those engaged in railways and airlines, covered by the Railway Labor Act of 1926 

(generally covered by state and local legislation); See also WILLIAM B. GOULD IV, A PRIMER ON AMERICAN LABOR 

LAW 327 (Cambridge University Press, 5th ed. 2013) (42 states have public employee collective bargaining 

legislation, including Indiana, which is limited to public teachers). 
36

 Packard Motor Car Co. v. NLRB, 330 U.S. 485 (1947) (holding that supervisors were employees entitled to 

NLRA protections). 
37

 The NLRA § 2(3), 29 U.S.C. § 152 (2012). The Taft-Hartley Amendments reversed Packard Motor Car Co. v. 

NLRB, 330 U.S. 485 (1947) (holding that supervisors were employees entitled to NLRA protections). Subsequent to 

the Taft-Hartley amendments employees may still be protected, though somewhat peripherally. See Parker-Robb 

Chevrolet, 262 NLRB 402 (1982), aff’d. sub nom. Automobile Salesmen’s Union Local 1095 v. NLRB, 711 F.2d 

888 (D.C. Cir. 1998). See also General Security Services Corp., 326 NLRB 312, 314 (1998) (Chairman Gould 

concurring). 
38

 NLRB v. Hendricks Cty. Rural Elec. Membership Corp., 454 U.S. 170 (1982). Similar problems arise with regard 

to close relatives—the children and the spouse of employer are not employees within the meaning of the Act. NLRB 

v. Action Auto., Inc., 469 U.S. 490 (1985).  
39

 See NLRB v. Bell Aerospace Co. Div. of Textron, Inc., 416 U.S. 267 (1974). 
40

 See NLRB v. Yeshiva University, 444 U.S. 672 (1980).  
41

 NLRB v. Hearst Newspapers, 322 U.S. 111 (1944). 
42

 Id. at 116. 
43

 Id. at 124. 
44

 Id. 
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The High Court, proceeding in an approach roughly akin to that which had been applied to the 

Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) of 1938 to this very day (covering such matters as minimum wages and 

maximum hours of work),
45

 rejected the proposition that it could "import wholesale the traditional 

common-law conceptions or some distilled essence of their local variations as exclusively controlling 

limitations upon the scope of the statute's effectiveness."
46

 Said Justice Rutledge: ". . . [T]he broad 

language of the Act’s definitions, which in terms reject conventional limitations on such conceptions as 

‘employee,’ ‘employer,’ and ‘labor dispute,’ leaves no doubt that its applicability is to be determined 

broadly, in doubtful situations, by underlying economic facts, rather than technically and exclusively by 

previously established legal classifications."
47

 The Hearst Newspapers holding became the so-called 

economic realities test for determining the demarcation line between independent contractor and 

employee.  

  

The 1947 Taft-Hartley amendments soon reversed this aspect of Hearst Newspapers by creating a 

new independent contractor exclusion under the statute.
48

 As the Court said subsequently: "Congressional 

reaction to [Hearst] was adverse, and Congress passed an amendment … [t]he obvious purpose of 

[which] was to have the … courts apply general agency principles in distinguishing between employees 

and independent contractors under the Act."
49

 Accordingly, the objective was to revive the common-law 

principles, and Congress reversed the Court’s Hearst holding to promote a view subsequently furthered 

quite recently by the Court of Appeals for the DC Circuit,
50

 i.e., that the judiciary possessed expertise 

comparable to that of the NLRB, therefore negating the deference otherwise normally accorded to the 

latter.
51

 

                                                 
45

 See United States v. Silk, 331 U. S. 704, 713 (1947); United States v. Rosenwasser, 323 U.S. 360, 362-63 (1945); 

Goldberg v. Whitaker House Coop., 366 U.S. 28, 33 (1961). Yet here too complexities abound, particularly in the 

contemporary context of ridesharing litigation. See, e.g., Saleem v. Corp. Transp. Grp., 854 F.3d 131 (2d Cir. 2017). 
46

 Id. at 125. 
47

 Id. at 129. 
48

 The NLRA § 2(3), 29 U.S.C. § 152(3) (2012). The General Counsel is of the view that employer misclassification 

of its employees as independent contractors interferes and restrains workers in the exercise of their Section 7 rights 

and is itself an unfair labor practice. Pacific 9 Transportation Co., Inc. Case 21- analysisCA-150875 (Division of 

Advice Memorandum, December 18, 2015). It may be difficult to prove that misclassification itself is a violation in 

ride sharing if the question of employee identity is a close one, as it is likely to be most of the time. 
49

 NLRB v. the United Ins. Co. Of America, 390 U.S. 254, 260 (1968). 
50

 FedEx Home Delivery v. NLRB (FedEx I), 563 F.3d 492 (D.C. Cir. 2009); FedEx Home Delivery v. NLRB 

(FedEx II), 849 F.3d 1123 (D.C. Cir. 2017). The Court of Appeals held that given the Supreme Court’s finding that 

no special administrative expertise was involved in these cases “this particular question under the Act is not one to 

which we grant the Board Chevron deference.” 849 F.3d 1123 at 1128. See Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural 

Resources Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 842-43 (1984). Of course, Chevron invokes the standards which the 

Supreme Court established for the NLRA itself. NLRB v. Truck Drivers Local Union No. 449, 353 U.S. 87, 96 

(1957); NLRB v. Erie Resistor Corp., 373 U.S. 221, 236 (1963); NLRB v. Local Union No. 103, Iron Workers 

(Higdon Construction), 434 U.S. 335, 341, 350 (1978); Beth Israel Hospital v. NLRB, 437 U.S. 483, 501 (1978); 

Ford Motor Co. (Chicago Stamping Plant) v. NLRB, 441 U.S. 488, 497 (1979); Charles D. Bonanno Linen Serv., 

Inc. v. NLRB, 454 U.S. 404, 409 (1982); Holly Farms Corp. v. NLRB, 517 U.S. 392, 398-399 (1996); Sure-Tan, 

Inc. and Surak Leather Co. v. NLRB, 467 U.S. 883, 891 (1984); NLRB v. Town & Country, Inc., 516 U.S. 85, 94 

(1995). In truth, the Court devised an intermediate role for the Board in these kinds of cases, i.e., one which 

precluded de novo review enforcement where there were two “fairly conflicting views.” See note 47 infra. This 

deference is akin to the kind established in Universal Camera v. NLRB, 340 U.S. 474 (1951). See WILLIAM B. 

GOULD IV, A PRIMER ON AMERICAN LABOR LAW, 102-105 (Cambridge University Press, 5th ed. 2013). 
51

 The Supreme Court said: 

“…It should also be pointed out that such a determination of pure agency law involved no special 

administrative expertise that a court does not possess. On the other hand, the Board’s 

determination was a judgement made after a hearing with witnesses and oral argument had been 

held and on the basis of written briefs. Such a determination should not be set aside just because a 

court would, as an original matter, decide the case the other way. . . .Here the least that can be said 
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In the 1968 Supreme Court ruling, the Court said that the “obvious purpose of this [independent 

contractor] amendment was to have the Board and the courts apply general agency principles in 

distinguishing between employees and independent contractors under the Act.”
52

 It then proceeded to note 

that there would be “…innumerable situations which arise in the common law where it is difficult to say 

whether a particular individual is an employee or an independent contractor…” and that there was “… no 

shorthand formula or magic phrase that can be applied to find the answer [of independent contractor or 

employee status], but all of the incidents of the relationship must be assessed and weighted with no one 

factor being decisive. What is important is that the total factual context is assessed in light of the pertinent 

common-law agency principles.”
53

  

 

Finally, in establishing the relevant criteria under the 1947 amendments, the Court said this about 

the issues in the case before it: 
 

. . . the [insurance] agents do not operate their own independent businesses, but perform functions 

that are an essential part of the company’s normal operations; they need not have any prior 

training or experience, but are trained by company supervisory personnel; they do business in the 

company’s policies; … [the plan that] . . . contains the terms and conditions under which they 

operate is promulgated and changed unilaterally by the company; the agents account to the 

company for the funds they collect under and elaborate a regular reporting procedure; the agents 

receive the benefits of the company’s vacation plan and group insurance and pension fund; and the 

agents have a permanent working arrangement with the company under which they may continue 

as long as their performance is satisfactory.
54

 

  

But like so much else in the law, paradoxically the common law principle has been unduly 

convoluted in practice.
55

 It is easy to articulate in the abstract and therefore difficult to apply on a case by 

case examination of specific facts. This has been particularly true in cases involving transportation, which 

arose first in both commercial trucking and taxis, and most recently in the ride sharing or ride hailing 

industry. Deregulation, particularly in commercial trucking, dramatized the independent contractor-

employee tension and conflict, with the unions (mainly the International Brotherhood of Teamsters) 

fighting against a greater use of so-called independent contractors.  Simultaneously, taxi drivers were 

                                                                                                                                                             
for the Board’s decision is that it made a choice between two fairly conflicting views, and under 

these circumstances the Court of Appeals should have enforced the Board’s order. It was error to 

refuse to do so.” NLRB v. United Ins. Co. of America, 390 U.S. 254, 260 (1968).  

See generally Nationwide Mutual Ins. Co. v. Darden, 503 U.S. 318 (1992). 
52

 Id. at 256. 
53

 Id. at 258. 
54

 Id. at 558-259. It is from this decision that the Board has articulated relevant criteria. FedEx Home Delivery, 361 

NLRB No. 55 (2014) (extent of control by employer; whether or not the individual is engaged in a distinct 

occupation or business; whether the work is usually done under the direction of the employer or by a specialist 

without supervision; the skill required in the occupation; whether the employer or individual supplies 

instrumentalities, tools and place of work; length of time for which the individual is employed; whether the evidence 

tends to show that the individual is, in fact, rendering services as an independent business; whether the principal is 

or is not in the business). See also Porter Drywall, Inc., 362 NLRB No. 6 (2015).  
55

 Ana Deknatel and Lauren Hoff-Downing, ABC on the Books and in the Courts: An Analysis of Recent 

Independent Contractor and Misclassification Statutes, 18 U. PA. J.L. & SOC. CHANGES 53, 103 (2015) (many state 

jurisdictions have a place for common law test with more simplified standards which allow for less evasion than the 

common law test which was substituted for Hearst). 
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frequently characterized as independent contractors by the reviewing courts,
56

 if not the NLRB itself. 

These rulings reflected a: 

. . . nationwide shift to leasing [and] lead to the eventual dissolution of union representation for 

taxi workers and the unraveling of their working conditions. Through the practice of leasing, taxi 

companies passed the risk and uncertainty of business to workers while avoiding the liabilities 

associated with having ‘employees.’
57

 

Lack of physical or face-to-face supervision over workers in transportation enhanced these 

independent contractor rulings, contrasting them with the more proximate supervisor – employee factory 

settings where the conduct of the workers could be directly and more easily observed by supervisors. 

These cases represent a disproportionate number of NLRB adjudications prior to the taxi decisions. The 

taxi cases
58

 were to have substantial implications for other aspects of transportation like commercial 

trucking itself.  

The Clinton Board addressed these kind of disputes with a series of rulings in the late 90's, but it 

was not until a wide variety of decisions involving the Federal Express company and its time-sensitive 

delivery of products in packages that the NLRB and the courts began to venture into a world more akin to 

ride sharing service companies like Uber and Lyft. The first round of litigation in this arena arose out of 

the above-noted deregulation of trucking which emerged in the 1970s,
59

 bringing with it the entry of new 

non-union firms in this industry.
60

 The Clinton Board addressed these cases in the 1990s when it held 

unanimously in Roadway Package System, Inc.
61

 that the drivers were employees, given the fact that they 

"bear few of the risks and enjoy little of the opportunities for gain associated with an entrepreneurial 

enterprise" and that the same employer had "substantial control over the manner and means" of 

performance by their drivers.
62

 Here the Board, alluding to the Supreme Court's United Ins. Co. decision 

which had considered, as the Board noted, the "meaning and ramifications of the 1947 amendments" on 

independent contractors, held that the so-called decisive factors were relevant, i.e. whether the functions 

performed were an essential part of the company's normal operations, whether the individuals were 

                                                 
56

 The leading cases here are Local 777, Democratic Union Org. Comm. v. NLRB, 603 F.2d 862 (DC Cir. 1978); 

Yellow Taxi Co. of Minneapolis v. NLRB, 721 F. 2d 366 (DC Cir. 1983); NLRB v. Associated Diamond Cabs, 702 

F.2d 912 (11th Cir. 1983). But see NLRB v. Friendly Cab Co. Inc., 512 F.3d 109 (9th Cir. 2008); City Cab Co. of 

Orlando, Inc. v. NLRB, 628 F.2d 261 (D.C. Cir. 1980). 
57

 Veena Dubal, Wage Slave or Entrepreneur?: Contesting the Dualism of Legal Worker Identities, 105 CALIFORNIA 

L. REV. 65, 97 (2017); See also Veena Dubal, The Drive to Precarity: A Political History of Work, Regulation & 

Labor Advocacy in San Francisco’s Taxi & Uber Economies, 38 BERKELEY J. OF EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR LAW 73 

(2017). 
58

 The industry was to be badly damaged by the advent of ridesharing. Winnie Hu, As Uber Ascends, Debt 

Demolishes Taxi Drivers, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 11, 2017 at A1. Cf. Joshua D. Angrist, Sydnee Caldwell, and Jonathan 

V. Hall, Uber vs. Taxi: A Driver’s Eye View, NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH (Oct. 2017). The 

tensions between ridesharing and taxies have been dramatized by the London experience which has produced racial 

and immigration conflicts. Katrin Bennhold, Uber, London and a Time for Reflection, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 3, 2017 at 

A4.  
59

 The deregulation of the trucking industry culminated in the passage of the Motor Carrier Act of 1980, Pub. L. No. 

96-296 (1980). For an examination of practices and policies ante-dating the deregulation era, see, for instance, 

American Trucking Ass’ns v. United States, 344 U.S. 307 (1953); John B. Gillingham, The Teamsters Union on the 

West Coast, INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, U. OF CALIF. (1956), at 35-36. 
60

 See generally STEVE VISCELLI, THE BIG RIG (2016); MICHAEL H. BELZER, SWEATSHOP ON WHEELS: WINNERS 

AND LOSERS IN TRUCKING DEREGULATION (2000). Cf. RALPH C. JAMES AND ESTELLE DINERTSTEIN, HOFFA AND THE 

TEAMSTERS: A STUDY OF UNION POWER (1965).  
61

 326 NLRB 842, 854 (1998) (Chairman Gould concurring). 
62

 Roadway Package Sys. (Roadway I), 288 N.L.R.B. 196 (1988); Roadway Package Sys. (Roadway II), 292 

N.L.R.B. 376 (1989); Roadway Package Sys., Inc. v. NLRB, enfd., 902 F.2d 34 (6th Cir. 1990). 
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trained by company supervisory personnel; whether the individuals do business in the company's name 

"with considerable assistance and guidance from the company and its managerial personnel"; whether the 

individuals accounted to the company and received various fringe benefits; and whether the relationship 

continued so long as the performance of the individuals involved was satisfactory.
63

 Harking back to the 

above-noted Supreme Court precedent, the Board applied what it characterized as a common-law agency 

test to the independent contractor issue. 

 In the instant case, the Board noted that the drivers in question devoted a substantial amount of 

their time, labor, and equipment to performing so-called "essential functions" that allowed the employer 

to compete in the small package delivery market. The Board stressed that the "form of truck ownership … 

does not eliminate … dependence on Roadway in acquiring their vehicles."
64

 

 But the answer to the independent contractor-employee controversy was made more enigmatic in 

the companion Dial-A-Mattress
65

 decision where a majority of the Board reversed a Regional Director 

decision and found that those operators were independent contractors within the meaning of the Act. The 

Board majority concluded that the employer had effectively outsourced its delivery functions and 

"structured its relationship with the owner-operators to allow them (with very little external controls) to 

make an entrepreneurial profit beyond a return on their labor and their capital investment."
66

 The Board 

also stressed that the employer played no part in the selection, acquisition, ownership, or financing, or 

inspection, or any maintenance of the vehicles used by the so-called owner-operators. Owner-operators 

could use their vehicles for other purposes, and the Board found that two drivers had done so—each 

vehicle displayed the name and address of the Department of Transportation and the owner-operator's 

company, not Dial itself. Payment was for deliveries made, not by the hour. Dial did not know the 

identity of others who worked for the owner-operators, and they were not "directly" supervised by the 

employer. 

 I dissented from this opinion.
67

 I noted that there were a number of areas where the employer had 

exercised "significant control" over the manner and means used by the owner-operators in delivering 

mattresses, and that this generally demonstrated employee status. The employer assigned "geographical 

areas" in which owner-operators could make deliveries, established a route sheet for each owner-operator 

which listed the order in which deliveries were to be made for the day, and it had suspended owner-

operators who failed to deposit COD money in the bank and to return merchandise of the employer. 

 I further noted that the owner-operators had no input into the pricing of the merchandise, and did 

not cultivate customers for the employer at all. The record established that the drivers had no choice of 

customers. I wrote:  

Dial's dispatch department exclusively controls the number and location of customers assigned to 

the owner-operators. Further, the owner-operators do not have a particular route they service, and 

cannot bid on any customer deliveries. Instead, they may be assigned to any route within Dial's 

entire New York metropolitan territory and service a different route from day to day.
68

 

                                                 
63

 NLRB v. United Ins. Co. of America, 390 U.S. 254, 269 (1968). 
64

 Roadway, 326 NLRB 842, 851 (1998). 
65

 326 NLRB 884 (1998). 
66

 Id. at 891. 
67

 Id. at 894 (Chairman Gould dissenting). 
68

 Id. at 894-895. 
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 I noted that while the owner-operators were not required to display any employer insignia, 

"virtually all of them use their trucks to service the Employer."
69

 Even the two individuals who did not 

fall in this category nonetheless serviced the employer 90-95% of their time, and therefore there was little 

opportunity to increase profits by performing services for any of the employer's competitors or other 

businesses. Accordingly, I was of the view that the basic arguments supporting employee status in 

Roadway applied to Dial as well.  

 Finally, I noted that any focus upon the ability to increase profits argues more strongly for 

independent contractor status in Roadway than in Dial. As I said:  

The Roadway drivers had some choice, albeit marginal, in their customers because they were 

assigned to a specific geographical service area and these areas couldn't, theoretically, be bought 

and sold by the drivers. In contrast, Dial owner-operators have no assigned routes and no choice of 

customers. Their compensation is controlled essentially by Dial which has total discretion over 

which route they drive and how many customers they service each day.
70

  

 Roadway Express and Dial-a-Mattress constituted cases where the employer was transporting 

products of others. In this respect it differed somewhat from Uber and Lyft cases involving ride sharing 

arrangements where the employers contend that they act merely as a platform, i.e., as an intermediaries 

that bring together, through their app and GPS system, individuals who have their own cars and 

commercial insurance with the demand for driving that exists in the public. Again, in between 

commercial truckers and the Uber and Lyft situation is the delivery of product packages by employers 

such as Federal Express. Here the very same question of whether their drivers are independent contractors 

or employees has been critical. 

 Like the trucking cases, the major product package case involving the NLRA is FedEx Home 

Delivery v. NLRB.
71

 Here a majority of the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia reversed the 

Board
72

 and held that such drivers were independent contractors inasmuch as they could operate multiple 

routes, hire additional drivers and helpers, and sell routes without permission. The court noted that 

judicial resolution of disputes involving the question of whether workers can be characterized as 

independent contractors or employees "involves no special administrative expertise that a court does not 

possess."
73

 

 The majority said that examination of employer control had produced an unsatisfactory analysis. 

Said the court: "while all the considerations and common law remain in play, an important animating 

principle by which to evaluate those factors in cases where some factors cut one way and some the other 

is whether the position presents the opportunities and risks inherent in entrepreneurialism."
74

 A key 

consideration for the court was the "characteristics of entrepreneurial potential," many of which were in 

the record in the FedEx case. The fact that contractors may contract to serve multiple routes or hire their 

own employees, that more than 25% of contractors had hired their own employees at some point, that 

they could take a day or week or month off at their own discretion so long as they hired someone else to 

take their place, reflected the entrepreneurialism which the court regarded as critical. The court 

acknowledged the Regional Director's findings that FedEx required contractors to wear a "recognizable 

                                                 
69

 Id. at 895. 
70

 Id. at 896. 
71

 563 F.3d 492 (D.C. Cir. 2009). 
72

 FedEx Home Delivery & Int’l Bhd. Of Teamsters, 351 NLRB No. 16 (2007). 
73

 563 F.3d at 496. 
74

 Id. at 497. 
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uniform and conform to grooming standards,"
75

 and to display the FedEx logo in a manner larger than that 

required by Department of Transportation regulation.  

But these considerations, in the court's view, simply reflected differences in the type of service 

being performed rather than differences in the employment relationship, and reflected the fact that the 

employer was "an intermediary between a diffuse group of senders and a broadly diverse group of 

recipients," containing a model which was the result of customer demands regarding safety.
76

 The court 

took the view that customer demands and government regulations of the kind required by the Department 

of Transportation could not determine the employment relationship, thus echoing the taxi cases where 

control through governmental regulations rather than that fashioned by employer itself (even if the 

regulation was sought by the employer) did not negate a conclusion that the worker was an independent 

contractor.
77

 

 The fact that the drivers were performing an essential characteristic of the employer's business 

could not be viewed as "determinative," said the court.
78

 Substitutes and helpers had been hired without 

FedEx's involvement, and contractors had negotiated for "higher rates."
79

  

 Chief Judge Garland, dissenting in part, was of a different view--and it was indisputably the 

better view. The fundamental divide between his opinion and that of the majority was to be found in 

"their view that the common-law test has gradually evolved until one factor--'whether the position 

presents the opportunities and risks inherent in entrepreneurialism,'--has become the focus of the test . . . . 

In [the majority] view, this factor can be satisfied by showing a few examples, or even a single instance, 

of a driver seizing an entrepreneurial opportunity."
80

 Opined Judge Garland using the language of the 

Supreme Court: “[A] court of appeals may not displace the Board’s choice between two fairly conflicting 

views.”
81

 Here, he cited and relied upon United Insurance
82

  and noted that even if the court would have 

made a different judgment had it reviewed the matter in the first instance, the Supreme Court had decreed 

that a tribunal should defer to the Board’s judgement. Said Judge Garland: "While the NLRB may have 

authority to alter the focus of the common law test . . . , this court does not."
83

 Here Judge Garland 

                                                 
75

 Id. at 500. 
76

 Id. at 501. 
77

 I have long been of the view that the control which is attributable to government regulation is irrelevant and 

should not be distinguished from employer control. As I said:  

“I would reverse current Board precedent and find the controls mandated by Governmental 

regulation should be considered probative of an employer-employee relationship. . . .  

[C]ontrols placed by the employer on workers are indicative of an employment relationship, 

regardless of whether the employer imposes the controls because of Government regulation or for 

independent business reasons. . . . 

It is true that the Government is the source of the regulations and that the carriers have no choice 

but to impose the regulations if they wish to do business. However, it is also true that the 

Government does not directly interact with the drivers or owner-operators. . . . 

[T]hat, in my view, is the heart of the matter. To the extent that the Government sets regulations, it 

relies on the carriers to impose and enforce them. The only “face” that drivers see is that of the 

carrier, not the Government. The reality of such a situation is that of an employment relationship 

where the carrier has significant control over the drivers’ job performance.”  

Roadway Package Sys., Inc., 326 NLRB No. 72, 854-855 (1998) (Chairman Gould concurring) (citations 

omitted).  
78

 563 F.3d at 502. 
79

 Id. at 503. 
80

 Id. at 502. 
81

 Id. at 504. 
82

 390 U.S. 254, 260 (1968). 
83

 Fed Ex, 563 F.3d 492, 504 (D.C. Cir. 2009). 
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invoked Chevron
84

 and its deference to administrative agency expertise and specifically, he took issue 

with the majority view that the cases reflected a gradual evolution to a test that emphasizes 

entrepreneurial opportunity."
85

  

 While conceding that this was a relevant factor (and noting that the Supreme Court had not 

explicitly referred to it), Judge Garland noted that this was only one of multiple factors to consider--and 

not the most important one.
86

 His opinion noted that both control and entrepreneurial opportunity had 

been key considerations and that the "Board gave pride of place to neither one."
87

 In this case, he focused 

upon the Regional Director's decision which had found employee status in light of: (1) the function 

performed was part of the regular and essential business performed by FedEx, i.e. the delivery of 

packages; (2) the vehicle was required to display FedEx specifications, i.e. name, logo and colors; (3) no 

prior training or experience was required, and the employer provided the training to those with no 

experience; (4) the vehicle furnished must be approved by the employer; (5) the driver had no discretion 

not to provide delivery service on any given day--the package must be delivered on the day of 

assignment, notwithstanding control by the employees or contractors over starting times and breaks.  

 Moreover, Judge Garland criticized the majority's refusal to take into account other relevant 

Regional Director findings such as the requirements that (1) drivers wear a “recognizable uniform”; (2) 

that the vehicles be of a particular color and size range; (3) that the drivers complete a driving course if 

they do not have prior training and that they submit to two "customer service rides" per year to audit their 

performance; (4) that the truck and driver be available for deliveries every Tuesday through Saturday.
88

 

Said Judge Garland:  

The cases have repeatedly cited this particular factor [of whether the drivers perform a regular and 

essential part of the employer’s normal operations] in concluding that workers are employees. In 

short, there is no basis for discounting the significance of the traditional factors upon which the 

Regional Director relied in concluding that the FedEx drivers are employees rather than 

independent contractors.
89

 

 Notwithstanding the control demonstrated in Federal Express, as noted above, the majority had 

relied upon the fact of the opportunity of drivers to do other work for themselves or other companies. But 

said Judge Garland: "Do the drivers actually use their trucks for other purposes? Not so much."
90

 All that 

was in the record was use of the trucks for personal purposes such as moving family members, not 

entrepreneurial concerns. Again, relying upon the Regional Director's findings that the workers would not 

be able to use much time for the purpose of other entrepreneurial work even if they wanted to, said Judge 

Garland: "It is not unreasonable for the NLRB to take the position that a material number of workers must 

                                                 
84

 See supra note 50. Here Judge Garland appears to be in error given the fact that the deference dictated by the 80
th

 

Congress and the Supreme Court interpreting the independent contractor exclusion precludes deference in the law, 

but retains deference in the Universal Camera context, where the facts can be interpreted in different ways. The 

Court says where this ability to interpret the facts in different ways is present, a deference is mandated – and 

mandated in a Universal Camera fashion.  
85

 Fed Ex, 563 F.3d 492, 507 (D.C. Cir. 2009). 
86

 Id. at 505. 
87

 Id. at 509. 
88

 Id. at 511. 
89

 Id. at 512. 
90

 Id. at 514. 
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actually take advantage of an opportunity before we'll conclude that the opportunity is significant and 

realistic rather than insubstantial and theoretical."
91

   

 Two themes emerge in the Federal Express litigation. The first is an emphasis upon 

entrepreneurialism or risk taking as a basis for concluding that individuals are independent contractors, 

notwithstanding the fact that both the Board and Judge Garland have noted that this is not found in the 

common law criteria articulated by the Court. Control has been the central focus. But, at the beginning of 

this century, it must be noted that the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia purported to respond 

to the NLRB General Counsel’s position before the courts in the Bush era
92

 in developing an approach 

which was something like the one put forward in Federal Express. It too focused upon entrepreneurial 

opportunity for gain or loss. Said the court, in developing in this concept:  

For example, as the Board points out, ‘the full-time cook is regarded as a servant [rather than as an 

independent contractor] although it is understood that the employer will exercise no control over 

the cooking … Similarly, a corporate executive is an employee despite enjoying substantial 

control over the manner in which he does his job. Conversely, a lawn-care provider who 

periodically services each of several sites is an independent contractor regardless how closely his 

clients supervise and control his work. The full-time cook and the executive are employees and the 

lawn-care provider is an independent contractor not because of the degree of supervision under 

which each labors but because of the degree to which each functions as an entrepreneur – that is, 

takes economic risk and has the corresponding opportunity to profit from working smarter, not just 

harder.
93

 

 The court’s holding in FedEx, over Chief Judge Garland’s dissent, emerged from this principle, 

i.e., that entrepreneurialism was the “animating” factor and that the mere potential for entrepreneurial 

activity, as opposed to its actual exercise, would satisfy for the purpose of establishing independent 

contractor status.  

 On the other hand, the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, in an opinion authored by Judge 

William Fletcher in Alexander v. FedEx Ground Package System
94

 under California common law 

criteria,
95

 was of the same view as Judge Garland. Of course, even the Ninth Circuit
96

 itself has 

                                                 
91

 Id. at 517. However, the dissent viewed the Board's refusal to allow FedEx to prove on a system-wide basis that 

the number of route sales and the amount of profit on such sales by drivers as deficient. Accordingly, Judge Garland 

was of the view that this should be remanded for the purpose of garnering such evidence. 
92

 In fact, the Board’s brief did not make the argument attributed to it by the Court of Appeals. See 2001 WL 

36039100. The Board appears to have looked to a wide variety of factors without emphasizing any single one since 

Roadway Package.  
93 

Corp. Exp. Delivery Sys. V. NLRB, 292 F.3d 777, 780 (D.C. Cir. 2002). The point articulated here was that there 

are circumstances where control will not adequately answer the issue at hand.  
94

 765 F.3d 981 (9th Cir. 2014). 
95

 Id. at 988.  
96

 See Merchants Home Delivery Service, Inc. v. NLRB, 580 F.2d 966, 974 (9th Cir. 1978) (“While a balancing of 

the various indicia of control is somewhat inconclusive, the entrepreneurial characteristics of the owner-operators tip 

decidedly in favor of independent contractor status”); Accord, Collegiate Basketball Officials Ass’n, Inc. v. NLRB, 

836 F.2d 143, 145 (3d Cir. 1987) (to make determination under “right of control” test, court examines a number of 

factors, including the type of services rendered, the possibility of realizing additional profits through the exercise of 

entrepreneurial skill, and the ownership and maintenance of equipment); The Painting Co. v. NLRB, 298 F.3d 492, 

500 (6th Cir. 2002) (company “controlled the employment” of the two individuals and neither individual “exhibited 

any meaningful entrepreneurial or proprietary characteristics that would lead one to believe that they controlled the 

terms of the work they completed.”). Accord, U.S. v. Silk, 331 U.S. 704, 708-709, 716, 719 (1947). Then Judge 

(now Justice) Breyer explained in NLRB v. Amber Delivery Service, Inc., 651 F.2d 57, 64 (1st Cir. 1981), Silk is 

significant because it found certain owner operators to be independent contractors under a more expansive standard 
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recognized entrepreneurial opportunity as an important factor. But the point made by that court and others 

which have joined in interpreting the NLRA is the one made by judge Garland, i.e., that the test was real 

opportunities rather than theoretical ones of the kind accepted by the DC circuit in Federal Express.  

In certain critical respects the facts were similar to those presented in the case before the Court of 

Appeals for the District of Columbia, with FedEx not dictating working hours but arranging workloads so 

as to ensure delivery in a given period of time every working day. The drivers could fashion a plan to 

survey the driver’s service area, but the drivers’ plan could be rejected and "reconfigured." Up to four 

"ride-along" evaluations could be conducted by a driver's manager to make sure that the driver was 

meeting customer service standards required by an agreement between the drivers and the company. The 

payment for maintenance and expenses of the vehicle could be borne by FedEx but deducted from a 

drivers' pay. In this case, Judge Fletcher relied upon the more convoluted multi-factored test principles 

which were adumbrated by the Supreme Court of California in Borello 
97

 to conclude that the drivers were 

employees.  

 As was true in the D.C. case, the Ninth Circuit saw control as partially related to on-the- job 

clothing, "from their hats down to their shoes and socks."
 98

 There were requirements relating to being 

clean-shaven with neat and trimmed hair and for one to be free of body odor.
99

 Also, though there were no 

starting times established, there was "a great deal of control over drivers' hours."
100

 "FedEx controls 

drivers' results and it contended this does not include “manner and means in which drivers achieve these 

results.”
101

 Said the court:  

We agree with FedEx that results, ‘reasonably understood,’ refers in this context to timely and 

professional delivery of packages. Some but not all of FedEx's requirements go to the ‘results’ of 

its drivers' work so understood. Most obviously, no reasonable jury could find that the ‘results’ 

sought by FedEx includes detailed specifications as to the delivery driver's fashion choices and 

grooming…No reasonable jury could find that the ‘results’ FedEx seeks include having all of its 

vehicles containing shelves built exactly to the same specifications. Other aspects of FedEx as 

control—such as limiting drivers to a specific service area with specific delivery locations—also 

are not merely control of results under California law.
102

 

 The Ninth Circuit, relying upon extant California authority,
103

 focused upon the requirement that 

drivers load and unload packages at FedEx terminals every working day to be consistent with "regular 

schedules" reflecting employee status and employer control notwithstanding the absence of regular hours 

reflecting a starting and quitting time. The court explicitly rejected the D.C. Circuit's shift away from 

control to entrepreneurial opportunities, rejecting the holding as having "no bearing on this case."
104

 Said 

Judge Fletcher for the court: "There is no indication that California has replaced its longstanding right-to-

control test with the new entrepreneurial-opportunities test developed by the D.C. Circuit."
105

 And again, 

                                                                                                                                                             
that considered the remedial purpose of the legislation and “economic reality.”  Cf. National Van Lines v. NLRB, 

273 F.2d 402, 407 (7th Cir. 1960). 
97

See S.G. Borello and Sons, Inc. v. Dept. of Industrial Relations, 769 P.2d 399 (Cal. Sup. Ct. 1989). 
98

 Alexander, 765 F.3d 981, 988 (9th Cir. 2014) (“FedEx can and does control the appearance of its drivers and their 

vehicles.”) 
99

 Id. 
100

 Id. at 989-990. 
101

 Id. at 990. 
102

 Id.  
103

 See Air Couriers Intern. v. Employment Development Dept., 59 Cal. Rptr. 3d 37, 47 (3d Dist. 2007). 
104

 Alexander, 765 F.3d 981, 993 (9th Cir. 2014). 
105

 Id. Beyond the issue of whether control could be exercised through the means with which drivers perform their 

work, the court then considered other right-to-control issues: (1) the right to terminate at will--in the view of the 
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squaring off with the D.C. Circuit's views, the Alexander opinion concluded that the actual exercise of 

control factors reflected in written form is "irrelevant."
106

 Said the court: “What matters is that the right 

exists."
107

 

 Given the "broad" right to control which was reflected in the evidence and that the other factors 

do not "strongly favor" either employee or independent contractor status, the Ninth Circuit concluded that 

the drivers were employees within the meaning of the California test—presenting a sharp divide (albeit 

pursuant to slightly different standards) to the approach taken by the Court of Appeals for the District of 

Columbia. But finally, there is yet another consideration which makes the DC Circuit approach in Federal 

Express vulnerable and suspect. And this is the same court’s decision in Lancaster Symphony 

Orchestra.
108

 In that case, Judge Tatel, speaking for the court, considered entrepreneurial opportunity as 

simply one of a number of factors--just as the Board has done.
109

 Significantly, the court noted that 

ordinarily musicians were not entitled to “fill multiple chairs” (hire someone else to serve in their place), 

although they were obliged to find last-minute replacements. Noting that musicians here were able to 

back out of a series of programs and to play for a higher-paying “gig” with another symphony--a term 

often used to describe the role of jazz musicians who take particular engagements, the court stated that 

this entrepreneurial opportunity was “limited,” and provided “miniscule support” for a conclusion that 

they were independent contractors. Said the court:  

Unlike FedEx drivers, the Orchestra’s musicians--even with their ability to back out of a concert in 

order to take advantage of a more profitable gig--can increase their income only by accepting jobs 

with other employers. Were this quite minor entrepreneurial opportunity given much weight, it 

might lead to almost automatic classification of many part-time workers as contractors. Yet as the 

Board explained, ‘[p]art-time and casual employees covered by the Act often work for more than 

one employer.’
110

 

 Lancaster Symphony is at odds with portions of the Federal Express reasoning. As noted, it 

allows for entrepreneurial opportunities which might exist through “gig” with another employer. As we 

see below, this is a theme which emerges anew in the ridesharing cases. 

                                                                                                                                                             
court this factor did not favor FedEx enough to indicate that the drivers were independent contractors; (2) the nature 

of the work--in this case that which was integrated into the FedEx operation, reflecting employee status 

notwithstanding the opportunity to take on additional routes and hire helpers subject to FedEx's business needs; (3) 

whether the work is performed under the principal's direction--a factor supporting employee status in light of close 

supervision; (4) the skill required for the work favoring employee status in light of the fact that no experience is 

needed, i.e., only the ability to drive itself; (5) provision of tools and equipment. This factor favoring FedEx given 

the fact that the drivers provide their own vehicles and relevant equipment--here the court concluding that employee 

status was present due to California judicial precedents holding that it results even where the individual provides his 

own vehicle or tools; (6) the length of the time for performance of services--independent contractors usually 

performing within a finite period of time, and indefinite employment and indefinite tenures favoring employee 

status; (7) method of payment--the fixed nature of hourly pay indicates employee status whereas per-job payment 

favors independent contractor status. But in fact in Alexander, the court noted that the payment was tied to packages, 

stops, and the ratio of driving time to deliveries, and even though independent contractors may be paid by time or 

piece as well as completion of a particular service, this still might constitute employee wages in an employment 

relationship. Also relevant is whether the work is part of the regular business. In this case the drivers performing the 

pickup and delivery of packages which constituted the heart of FedEx's "core" business as well as the parties' 

belief—a factor which like method of payment is subordinate to other considerations. 
106

 Id. at 994. 
107

 Id. 
108

 888 F.3d 563 (D.C. Cir. 2016). 
109

 FedEx Home Delivery, 361 NLRB No. 55 (2014). 
110

 Lancaster Symphony Orchestra v. NLRB, 888 F.3d 563, 570 (D.C. Cir. 2016). 
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III. The Ride Sharing Cases, Class Actions and O’Connor 

 At this writing, no case has come before the NLRB involving the ride sharing independent 

contractor-employee controversy.
111

 But the cases have begun to arise in class actions like Alexander
112

 

applying state law as well as other proceedings protesting misclassifications which deprive workers of 

employment benefits provided employees by statutes.
113

 A leading one involving approximately 160,000 

                                                 
111

 But the General Counsel of the NLRB has issued complaints indicating that such workers are employees. See 

Bekele v. Lyft, Inc., No. 16-2109 (1st Cir. 2017); Handy Technologies, supra note 6. A British Employment 

Tribunal has already held that Uber drivers in that country--there are 30,000 in the London area and 40,000 in the 

United Kingdom as a whole--are employees within the meeting of British labor law. In line with Judge Chen’s 

finding that Uber is a transportation company selling rides and not a provider of services as it has asserted. Aslam v. 

Uber B.V. reasons for the reserved judgment on preliminary hearings sent to the parties on October 28, 2016 

(Employment Tribunals, Case Nos. 2202550/2015 & Others), appeal dismissed, Uber B.V. et. al vs. Aslam et al, 

Employment Appeal Tribunal, Before Her Honour Judge Eady QC, Appeal No. UKEAT/0056/17/DA (Nov. 10, 

2017); Prashant S. Rao, Ruling on Drivers in Britain Deals Uber Another Setback, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 11, 2017 at 

B1. See generally Prashant Rao and Mike Isaac, Uber, Lamenting Cost of ‘Bad Reputation,’ Loses London License, 

N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 23, 2017 at A1; Uber pays the price for trampling on public trust, FINANCIAL TIMES, Sept. 23, 

2017 at 8; Trade unions have a role to play in Brexit Britain, FINANCIAL TIMES, Sept. 13, 2017 at 8 (“Unions can 

remain relevant if they use their power wisely. The success of the GMB union’s employment tribunal against Uber 

(demanding basic rights for drivers) is an example of how unions can fight for better conditions with a more flexible 

workforce. Britain’s unions have an opportunity: their role is likely to become more important after the UK leaves 

the EU. They should deploy their influence by advocating for worker protections that fit an open economy and by 

fighting for workers in the 21
st
-century industries that are driving economic growth.”). Cf. Ben Judah, ‘I don’t say 

anything. I just drive’, FINANCIAL TIMES, Sept. 30, 2017 at 16.  
112

 See, e.g., Alexander v. FedEx Ground Package Sys., Inc., 765 F.3d 981 (9th Cir. 2014) (holding that the putative 

class of FedEx drivers are employees under California’s right-to-control test); Slayman v. FedEx Ground Package 

Sys., Inc., 765 F.3d 1033 (9th Cir. 2014) (holding that plaintiff drivers in the class action are employees as a matter 

of law under Oregon’s right-to-control and economic-realities tests); Carlson v. FedEx Ground Package Sys., Inc., 

787 F.3d 1313 (11th Cir. 2015) (holding that the employment status of the class of Florida drivers is a genuine issue 

of material fact to be determined by the jury); In re FedEx Ground Package Sys., Inc. Emp’t Practices Litig., 792 

F.3d 818 (7th Cir. 2015) (holding that class of drivers are employees under Kansas law); Gray v. FedEx Ground 

Package Sys., Inc., 799 F.3d 995 (8th Cir. 2015) (holding that genuine issues of material fact precluded summary 

judgment on issue of whether drivers were employees or independent contractors of company); Ruiz v. Affinity 

Logistics Corp., 754 F.3d 1093 (9th Cir. 2014) (holding that drivers for trucking company were employees under 

California law). 
113

 Under the FLSA in the Obama administration, the Department of Labor issued two important guidance that 

broadened the definition of employees. In a guidance from January 2016, the Department clarified that joint 

employment under FLSA and the Migrant Act can be either “horizontal” or “vertical,” which would include 

employees working for two or more employers that are “technically separate but related or overlapping employers,” 

and employees of intermediary employers, such as staffing agencies, who are also employed by another 

employer. See U.S. Dept. of Labor, Wage & Hour Div., FLSA 2016-1, Joint Employment under the FLSA and 

Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act (2016). In another guidance from July 2015, the Wage 

and Hour Division addressed the misclassification of employees as independent contractors by encouraging 

employers to use an economic realities test to apply FLSA’s broad definition of employment as “to suffer or permit 

to work.” See U.S. Dept. of Labor, Wage & Hour Div., FLSA 2015-1, The Application of the FLSA’s “Suffer or 

Permit” Standard in the Identification of Employees Who Are Misclassified as Independent Contractors (2015). 

Both the joint employment and independent contractor guidance were withdrawn in June 2017 by the Trump 

Administration’s Secretary of Labor, Alexander Acosta. See Press Release, Dept. of Labor, US Secretary of Labor 

Withdraws Joint Employment, Independent Contractor Informal Guidance (Jun. 7, 2017); See generally WEIL, THE 

FISSURED WORKPLACE.  

In California, individual claims of misclassification can be filed in the California Labor Commissioner’s office at the 

California Division for Labor Standards Enforcement (DLSE) and are often adjudicated together. In April 2017, for 

example, the Labor Commissioner issued an order in the amount of $855,285.62 to four port and rail drivers 

working for XPO logistics, based on claims of misclassification as independent contractors. They joined over 300 
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of Uber’s 700,000 drivers has come before a federal district court in O’Connor.
114

 It has arisen in the 

context of both a motion for summary judgment as well as class certification.
115

 

Uber maintained that it owned no vehicles and employed no drivers but simply was a 

"transportation provider"
116

 with "alleged" independent contractors. Said Judge Chen in O’Connor:  

in this litigation, Uber bills itself as a ‘technology company’ not a ‘transportation company’ and 

describes the software it provides as a ‘lead generation platform’ that can be used to connect 

‘businesses that provide transportation’ with passengers who desire rides. Uber notes that it owns 

no vehicles, and contends that it employs no drivers. Rather, Uber partners with alleged 

independent contractors that it frequently refers to as transportation providers.
117

  

In examining the summary judgment issue, the court considered Uber's characterization of itself. 

Federal District Judge Chen said: "Uber's self-definition as a mere ‘technology company’ focuses 

exclusively on the mechanics of its platform (i.e., the use of Internet enabled smartphones and software 

applications) rather than on the substance of what Uber actually does (i.e., enable customers to book and 

receive rides). This is an unduly narrow frame."
118

 Noting that Uber sells rides and not software, the court 

concluded that "Uber is most certainly a transportation company, albeit a technologically sophisticated 

one."
119

 The court also noted the "obvious," i.e., that drivers perform a fundamental service for Uber 

without which it would be impossible for it to operate as a business entity.
120

 

                                                                                                                                                             
port drivers that the Labor Commissioner’s office have determined to be misclassified. See Order, Decision, or 

Award of the Labor Comm’r, Case Nos. 05-66467 KR; 05-66468 KR; 05-66595 KR; and 05-66694 KR (Cal. Labor 

Comm’r Apr. 14, 2017). The California Labor Commissioner’s office has also directly adjudicated on the issue of a 

Uber driver’s classification, determining that the plaintiff is an employee. See Berwick v. Uber Techs., Inc., Case 

No. 11-46739 EK, Labor Commissioner of the State of California (June 3, 2015).  

The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has also wrestled directly with the issue of regulating 

and classifying drivers in promulgating permitting regulations for “Transportation Network Companies.” The CPUC 

defines driver status as such: “Every driver of a vehicle shall be the permit/certificate holder or under the complete 

supervision, direction and control of the operating carrier and shall be: A. An employee of the permit/certificate 

holder; or, B. An employee of a sub-carrier; or, C. An independent owner-driver who holds charter-party carrier 

authority and is operating as a sub-carrier.” CALIFORNIA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION, GENERAL ORDER 157-D, 

§5.03. After the landmark decision in Hargrove v. Sleepy's LLC, 106 A.3d 449 (N.J. 2013), New Jersey has in place 

a stringent test that must be met for workers to be classified as independent contractors. Claims of misclassification 

may be filed directly with the New Jersey Division of Wage and Hour Compliance, and the NJ Department of Labor 

and Workforce Development routinely conducts random audits for misclassification.  
114

 O’Connor v. Uber Techs, Inc., 82 F. Supp. 3d 1133 (N.D. Cal. 2015). 
115

 Some of this uncertainty has woven its way into the litigation about the ride sharing employers which have begun 

to emerge during these past three or four years. A major piece of litigation involving these issues is O' Connor v. 

Uber Technologies. The heart of the employee-independent contractor controversy here was presented in an early 

motion for summary judgment and for class certification. In San Francisco, a federal district judge noted that in this 

case, the facts were that Uber provides a service allowing for employees who need vehicular transportation to log 

into the Uber software application through a smartphone, request a ride and to be linked to an Uber application with 

an available driver. The driver picks up the individual passenger and takes him or her to a final destination. "Uber 

receives a credit card payment from the rider at the end of the ride, a significant portion of which it then remits to 

the driver who transported the passenger."  Plaintiffs either leased cars from third parties or drove their own personal 

vehicle. In order to become a "partner" with Uber they had to complete an application process, and in so doing to 

upload their driver's license information as well as information about registration and insurance. They also had to 

pass a background test, a "city knowledge test" and to attend an interview with an Uber employee.   
116

 Id. 
117

 Id. at 1137. 
118

 Id. at 1141. 
119

 Id. 
120

 Id. at 1142. 
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This comports with what a federal district court said about Lyft in rejecting the company’s 

contentions that it did not provide for hire transportation services but merely was a contact with drivers to 

provide “ride referrals.”
121

 Said that court: “[the] argument that Lyft is merely a platform, and the drivers 

perform no service for Lyft, is not a serious one.”
122

 It thus rejected the proposition that the company 

acted as a “broker of transportation services.”
123

 The court said in O’Connor itself, the argument that 

Uber is “merely a technological intermediary between potential riders and potential drivers … is fatally 

flawed in numerous respects.”
124

 Judge Chen also noted that Uber’s revenues did not depend on its 

distribution of software, but rather on the generation of rides by its drivers.  

The court also found that Uber bills its drivers directly for the entire amount of the fare and 

charged a fare that is set unilaterally by Uber without any input by the drivers. A payment system, again 

unilaterally established, provides eighty percent of the fare that is charged the rider for the driver while 

the company retains twenty percent as a so called “service fee.” The unilateral promulgation of both the 

fare and the service fee reflects characteristics generally associated with an employer-employee 

relationship. 

Similarly, the court noted that drivers are prohibited from booking outside rides from under the 

app or otherwise soliciting rides from Uber riders. Uber stated that “the solicitation of such work has zero 

tolerance which can result in the immediate suspension from Uber network.” Drivers are required to ask 

to request an Uber when the rider inquiries about future pickups. The court found that riders cannot 

request specific Uber drivers. This control is a factor which weighs in favor of employee status. 

Another factor which weighs in favor of an employment relationship is the substantial control 

over qualifications in the selection process of Uber drivers--in order to qualify as a “partner,” a 

background check and a “city knowledge” exam, as well as an inspection and personal interview are 

prerequisites. In contrast to the commercial trucking cases, there is no way that a ridesharing driver can 

contract with or bring in another driver as a substitute in the company involved or in the industry. This 

makes it difficult or impossible for a company to hire or employ any driver other than the one who is 

already employed by Uber or Lyft—a practice which we have seen in both commercial trucking and 

Federal Express weighed in favor of independent contractor status. The absence of such a practice in ride 

hailing weighs in favor of characterizing the drivers there as employees. 

Examining the right-to-control issue under California law, the court emphasized that the key 

question was not whether the right is exercised but whether the party in question has the right to exercise 

it. Noting the so-called "secondary indicia" adhered to in California, the court reiterated the Supreme 

Court of California's view that none of the factors were “dispositive.”
125 

Right to control in California, and 

in federal labor law, depends upon the ability of the party to whom the service is rendered to control the 

“manner and means of accomplishing the objective.” A key element of this is whether the company can 

fire its “transportation providers.” The drivers in O’Connor claimed that they could be fired at any time 

for any reason, sharing this characteristic with the so-called at-will employees.
126

  

Another critical area of dispute related to the hours that employees work. Because they work as 

much or little as they like, claimed Uber, (except that they must accept one ride every 180 days, or if on 
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 Cotter v. Lyft, Inc. 60 F. Supp.3d 1067, 1078 (N.D. Cal. 2015). 
122

 Id. 
123

 Id. 
124

 O’Connor, supra note 114 at 1141. 
125

 Id. at 1140. 
126

 The concept is discussed and explained in WILLIAM B. GOULD IV, A PRIMER ON AMERICAN LABOR LAW, 419-

428 (Cambridge University Press, 5th ed. 2013).  
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the so called UberBlack platform every 30 days) they are not like the employees in FedEx who could 

manage their own time but had to perform their assignment within a given period of time. But drivers 

have noted that rejecting too many trips can constitute a so-called “performance issue” that can result in 

the possible termination from the platform. This will undoubtedly require a fact intensive examination. 

Uber also argued that its drivers frequently have other apps, resulting in the fact that many Uber drivers 

drive for its major competitor, Lyft, as well. This is a factor which might weigh in favor of its 

independent contractor status.  

But the fact is that many casual or part-time employees are similarly situated and will work for a 

number of employers. This is the very point made by the DC Court of Appeals in Lancaster Symphony, 

where it noted with approval the Board’s conclusion that the exclusion of workers as employees on the 

ground that they are part-time or casual would be inconsistent with the Act’s coverage. Moreover, the 

idea of a “prohibition of moonlighting” is unknown today-- even the word itself is strange to most 

millennials. For instance, when employers unsuccessfully sought to exclude so-called “salt” employees 

from their workforce who were employed by a union, they did not contend that this policy against 

“serving two masters” applied to other employers besides unions.
127

 This is because the practice of 

employment with more than one employer has become so widespread, moving beyond the original 

“moonlighting” practice, which employers sometimes attempted to prohibit, i.e., working on the moon 

nocturnally as well as during the day—prompting some employer concerns that employees were not well 

rested. The demise of such employer practices and thus the phenomenon of working for more than one 

employer cannot be viewed as dispositive on the employment on the employee-independent contractor 

issue. Flexibility in hours is something frequently associated with employees and employee status as well 

as that of independent contractors--again, a point made by both the Board and the Court of Appeals in 

Lancaster Symphony.  

Moreover, it appears that some of the new bonus structures, described below, strongly encourage 

drivers to “prioritize one app over the other.”
128

 Indeed, Uber’s arrangement providing for a bonus “for 

exceeding some threshold number of rides during a 3-4 day period or during specific times of day (i.e., 

rush hours) . . . all but forces me to stay true to Uber and not drive for Lyft,” states an Uber driver.
129

 At 

the same time, the policy of no prohibitions against working for another company has been retained—but 

these developments suggest that the policy is more theoretical than real. 

True, Uber and other platform companies do not require that drivers work for any particular 

number of hours, let alone under any particular schedule. But it is difficult for companies to find drivers, 

as illustrated by Uber’s continuous advertising to recruit
130

 them on AM radio throughout the United 

States. And, as revealed in the New York Times, given a perennial shortage of labor with which such 

companies are confronted, Uber is using so-called “psychological tricks” to convince drivers that they 

should work a greater number of hours or, as noted above, that they should go to different locations where 
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the company knows there will be many riders who seek transportation.
131

 Uber provides a bonus for 

drivers to recruit others or to work a certain number of hours during a period.  

All of these tactics are akin to methods designed for a jogger or walker who is encouraged to 

complete his or her task with signs that appear on the treadmill saying that one is “almost there” or 

“halfway towards the goal.” Similarly, Uber provides encouragement to drivers who may be near the 

achievement of a certain number of rides. States Noam Sheiber, “Psychologists and video game designers 

have long known that encouragement toward a concrete goal can motivate people to complete a task.”
132

 

This is a sophisticated method of control through substantial encouragement which may nonetheless 

prove attractive to a Federal Express DC Circuit which seeks to make control unimportant in favor of so 

called entrepreneurialism.
133

  

 

In examining the above referenced factors, Judge Chen had this to say in O’Connor: 

 
Uber’s application data can similarly be used to constantly monitor certain aspects of a driver’s 

previous behavior. This level of monitoring, where drivers are potentially observable at all times, 

argues that Uber has a tremendous amount of time and control over the “manner and means” of 

the driver’s performance . . . .A reasonable jury could conclude that Uber’s persistent performance 

monitoring. . . weighs in favor of finding that Uber drivers are Uber’s employees under California 

law.
134

 

 

 Obviously, as the court noted in O’Connor, other factors, such as the extent to which Uber drivers 

are required to dress “professionally,” or encouraged to play “soft jazz” or NPR on the car radio and to 

have certain features such as a bottle of water and an umbrella, reflect control. Finally, on the other hand, 

there is the fact that drivers provide their own vehicles and sign an agreement saying there is no 

employment relationship. These are relatively unimportant factors (particularly the latter) which weigh in 

favor of concluding that the drivers are independent contractors.  

 

 Yet the driver acquisition and ownership of vehicles were not viewed as dispositive in 

commercial trucking cases like Roadway Express. True, a majority in Dial a Mattress relied upon the fact 

that the employer there was not involved in the selection of the vehicle itself or its acquisition or 

financing in concluding that the drivers were independent contractors (erroneously in my view), but both 

Uber and Lyft inspect the vehicles, a feature absent in Dial a Mattress. 

 

 Finally, both Uber and Lyft initially did not require the drivers to exhibit their insignia or labels 

on their vehicles (at least at all times). But the fact is that increasing number of drivers have placed the 

company insignia or label on the windshield of the car for the purpose of both passenger identification as 
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well as advertising to the public. And both firms appear to require visible insignia or “trade dress” on the 

vehicle used.
135

 

 

But whatever the content of the law (albeit predicated upon the NLRA or state law), it seems 

unlikely that class actions like O’ Connor can resolve these issues promptly and effectively in the 

foreseeable future. Though such actions were supposed to be the principal vehicle through which the 

independent contractor issue could be resolved, the fact of the matter is that in a series of United States 

Supreme Court
136 

rulings, that tribunal has not only diminished or eliminated the ability of workers to 

pursue class actions generally,
137

 but also has enhanced the employer-promulgated individual arbitration 

procedures through which a worker waives his or her right to proceed through class actions.
138

 The upshot 

of these rulings has left one remaining issue before the Supreme Court, i.e., the compatibility of such 

procedures with the  Federal Arbitration Act of 1925 and the right to engage in concerted activity under 

the NLRA.
139

 This is surely a last gasp or longshot designed to rescue workers from judicially devised 
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anti-class action scriptures. And in this connection, Uber has provided the ability to the driver to “opt-out” 

and thus has persuaded the judiciary that, in this connection, whatever the outcome of these waivers 

where arbitration is mandatory, the opt-out provision makes such arbitration lawful in the view of the 

judiciary because of the ability of the workers to extricate themselves from the arbitration procedure.
140

 

 

Another important issue which may yet reach the Supreme Court in the future is the question of 

whether such ridesharing drivers can avail themselves of the transportation worker exclusion from the 

Federal Arbitration Act’s coverage. The Act, after all, excluded transportation workers in substantial part 

because railway employees were well organized (the Railway Labor Act of 1926
141 

was to be enacted the 

following year).
142

 That is, reasoned the Supreme Court, the basis for concluding that contract 

employment in this industry would be disruptive.
143

 But drivers for the ridesharing industry are also 

transportation workers and thus fit literally within the statutory exclusion, thus providing the potential for 

inapproachability of pro-arbitration and anti-class action Supreme Court jurisprudence. The Court of 

Appeals for the First Circuit has held that truck drivers and transit workers are part of the statutory 

exclusion whether they are employees or independent contractors
144--

but only if they themselves are 

involved in conduct which is itself interstate commerce,
145

 providing a sharp contrast to a broad 

legislative use of the Commerce Clause which allows for statutory coverage when the employer does any 

business across state lines,
146

 given the fact that the Federal Arbitration Act reflects a pre-Jones and 

Laughlin understanding of interstate commerce.
147
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This then is the position in federal or state court proceedings involving class actions, designed to 

give drivers employee status to obtain minimum wage, overtime, and other benefits. The obstacles 

involved in NLRB proceedings are almost equally formidable, whatever the outcome of the cases pending 

before the High Court involving the compatibility of Federal Arbitration Act of 1925 with the NLRA’s 

protection of “concerted activity.”
148

  For whatever the position of the NLRB on the question of whether 

such drivers are employees or independent contractors (it must be said that a new Trump Board
149

 

majority is unlikely to accord them employee status), pursuit of the convoluted NLRB procedures 

promises delay
150

 and thus a denial of effective remedies.  

 

All of this has turned attention to state and local relief on two levels. The first avenue which has 

been pursued exists by virtue of the adoption of a legal framework promoting the right of independent 

contractors to join labor organizations and to engage in the collective bargaining process--a policy that 

has been adopted in 2015 by the city of Seattle when it enacted an ordinance.
151

 The second forum relates 

to the possible development of portable benefits, albeit in embryonic form, as a substitute for statutory 

protection from which independent contractors have been excluded by statute through state as well as 

federal legislation. 

 

IV. The Seattle Ordinance 

 

Seattle is the first city
152

 to enact legislation which provides through local law an opportunity for 

the collective bargaining process for drivers in for-hire vehicles and taxis, some of which are operating 

for employers utilizing platforms (no other state has done so).  The ordinance covers any company that 

sells a ride, whether it be through an app, a dispatch, curb calling, hailing on the street, or a flat rate. It 

was enacted on December 14, 2015 by the Seattle City Council.
153

 Finding that the unilateral imposition 

of contracts upon drivers as well as unilateral changes could “adversely affect the ability of a for-hire 

driver to provide transportation services in a safe, reliable, stable, effective and economically viable 

manner,”
154

 Seattle has provided these drivers with an opportunity for union representation and collective 

bargaining through a statutory mechanism administered by the City’s Finance Administrative Services 

Department which has authority to engage in rulemaking.
155
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The ordinance provides for machinery through which for-hire drivers can seek representation by a 

labor organization to bargain collectively on their behalf and to seek representation as the exclusive 

representative of the drivers for the purpose of collective bargaining, mirroring the NLRA itself. The 

ordinance also provides that, in the seeking of representation, the union is entitled to obtain from the so-

called “driver coordinators” the names, contact information and license numbers of drivers so that the 

union can solicit their interest and obtain, if possible, majority support for the purpose of bargaining after 

an exclusive representative status has been obtained on the basis of  support from the majority. In the 

event that parties are unsuccessful at negotiating a collective bargaining agreement, either side may 

initiate binding interest arbitration of their differences so long as local government approval of the award 

is obtained.  

 

Two lines of attack challenging the constitutionality and lawfulness of the ordinance have 

emerged in both state and federal court in Seattle. The state court proceeding involves the rulemaking 

authority of Seattle’s FAS and those proceedings adjudicated an attack on the establishment of the 

collective bargaining process involving the negotiation of an agreement after a union has qualified as an 

exclusive bargaining representative. Additionally, one of the plaintiffs, Uber, maintained that the rules 

could not be established in a “piecemeal” through promulgation of procedures relating to union 

organizing and representation prior to rules regulating the collective bargaining process itself. This 

contention was rejected by the state court which concluded that such a process was not “arbitrary and 

capricious,” concluding that, in any event, the city was moving towards the establishment of rules 

regarding development of negotiation and arbitration. 

 

The rules provide that a so-called “qualified driver” who can participate in the selection of a labor 

organization and the establishment of a collective bargaining process itself is one that has done more than 

52 trips in the 3-month period immediately prior to invocation of the selection machinery.
156

 On this issue 

the Superior Court for King County said that: 

 
The issue that is the most difficult issue [is]… the substance of whether the line that was drawn by 

the City in defining a qualified driver is arbitrary and capricious…  

 

The Court recognizes the argument that Raiser makes about there not being specific safety-

related data as to whether there is a specific correlation to an accident rate verses the number of 

trips. I am not sure that that is what the Constitution requires in order to justify rule making… 

 

[The City]… was looking to try to find a group of drivers that would correlate to what they 

were asking them to do in the implementing legislation, which is to provide safe, reliable, stable, 
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cost-effective, and economic transportation services… I find that that gets over the Constitutional 

hurdle despite what the court might have done differently.
157

 

 

 

A. Unit Coverage and Voting 
 

 But this approach has spawned numerous issues. First, while full time drivers are estimated to do 

10-15 trips per day, those who do 52 or more in a three-month period may have fares and distances which 

are miniscule, even though they qualify.
158

 But second, while the number of drivers excluded is uncertain 

(some think that those driving only a few hours per week are the majority or close to it), the union which 

obtains a majority bargains for “all drivers” of the employer.
159

 This means that the normal inseparability 

between the scope of the unit and voting to choose a union under the NLRA
160

 is broken. While 

temporary or part time employees can be excluded from the unit,
161

 here all such drivers are included and 

if NLRA principles were followed (as they are for voting eligibility
162

) should vote.
163

 The unresolved 

issue in this aspect of the Seattle ordinance is whether this departure from NLRA practice is sufficient to 

establish a judicial conclusion that due process or other constitutional protections have been denied to 

those included within the unit who are ineligible to vote.
164

 

 

 This controversy highlights a fundamental problem, i.e., the substantial diversity that exist 

amongst drivers and the lack of the normal community of interest, to use the federal labor law language. 

As noted above, the contrast is between retirees, undergraduate and graduate students who may be 

working only a few hours on the weekends, on the one hand, and full-time drivers who may be working in 

excess of 60 hours per week and who are disproportionately immigrant workers. That is why, for 

instance, Senator Gonzalez’s legislative proposals
165

 in California provide for “members-only” 
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representation and bargaining. The objective is to circumvent the tensions between contrasting groups 

who have different concerns and objectives. Seattle has attempted to address this issue by excluding some 

of those on the periphery from voting eligibility but including them within the unit and thus providing for 

some measure of representation without participation.  

 

B. The Federal Court Proceedings 

 

A second suit was filed in federal district court by the Chamber of Commerce against Seattle and 

it was initially dismissed on standing grounds.
166

 It attacked the ordinance as both a violation of the 

Sherman Antitrust Act and as preempted by the NLRA. Subsequently, the same argument was made after 

the ordinance was implemented in January 2017 when the ordinance came into effect and Teamsters 

Local 117’s notice to driver coordinators acting as a trigger. This second action raised the same 

considerations presented in the earlier complaint. This time around the federal district court addressed the 

issues presented directly in the context of a motion for preliminary injunction.  

 

The court first examined the Sherman Antitrust Act prohibiting the contract for “[e]very contract, 

combination, … conspiracy, in restraint of trade or” the monopolization of commerce. Said Federal 

District Judge Lasnik: 

 
One can reasonably infer that the Ordinance will reduce, if not extinguish, any variability in the 

terms and conditions for which drivers offer their services to the driver coordinators. The 

anticompetitive potential of all price-fixing agreements is likely to arise and may justify a facial 

invalidation.
167

  

 

The court did not address the broad antitrust issue that frequently arises in connection with unions 

where their actions seek to represent independent contractors or to regulate their conduct under the 

Clayton Antitrust Act of 1914, which states that “the labor of a human being is not a commodity or article 

of commerce” (It prohibits utilization of antitrust law against labor organizations which are “lawfully 

carrying out the legitimate objects thereof.”).
168

 This carves out an exception to the application of antitrust 

principles established in the Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890
169

 which has prohibited conspiracies and 

restraints of trade, and was supposed to protect competition between businesses. From 1908 onward,
170

 

unions have been ensnared within these prohibitions.
171

 The above-noted Clayton Antitrust Act amended 

the Sherman Antitrust Act, but the Supreme Court nonetheless held that the union economic pressure 

designed to improve employee working conditions through unionization, which could be viewed as 

secondary, was still unlawful under antitrust law.
172

 The fundamental conundrum has always been that 

antitrust law is designed to strike down practices which suppress competition, but public policy favoring 

collective action, freedom of association, and unionization is designed to take labor out of competition.  
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The labor exemption predicated upon the above-noted Clayton Antitrust Act has been established 

by a framework for subsequent decisions by the Supreme Court since the New Deal era.
173

 Where so-

called self-employed independent contractors who are members of the union were involved, the Court,
174

 

over Justice Douglas’ dissent,
175

 not only refused to apply the exemption where there was no showing of 

“any actual potential wage or job competition, or any other economic interrelationship,” but has also 

concluded that the “association” could be subject to dissolution when it was not immunized from antitrust 

law.
176

 Similarly, a boycott by a group of lawyers in private practice who regularly acted as court-

appointed counsel for individual defendants was held to be subject to Sherman Antitrust Act strictures, 

notwithstanding the understanding that “social justifications proffered for respondents’ restraint of trade 

[were not a basis for concluding that it was] …any less [unlawful].” The restraint of trade conclusion was 

reached on the grounds that the boycott had as its objectives “price fixing.”
177

 The one line of authority in 

which the Court has concluded that regulation of a contractor’s conditions of employment is immune 

from antitrust law is where union action is designed to protect collectively-bargained wages and 

conditions of represented workers from the competition of independent contractors.
178

 But in Seattle there 

were no collectively-bargained conditions elsewhere in taxis, for instance, to be protected. Presumably 

this point was not raised by the parties and was thus left unaddressed by Judge Lasnik because of the fact 

that transportation even within the taxi industry itself within the city of Seattle is non-union.  

 

Thus Judge Lasnik’s Chamber of Commerce analysis addressed only the so-called government 

exception from antitrust law, i.e., the conduct that would otherwise be violative of antitrust law is 

rendered immune from its prohibitions when the object of state and local legislation is enacted for 

appropriate purposes. The court’s Chamber of Commerce opinion said that, while it was unclear whether 

the chamber would succeed on the merits of this antitrust claim, regulations which protect the interests of 

the citizens and are reasonable, enacted by their states or political subdivisions are appropriate even if the 

regulations have “anticompetitive effects.”
179

 But the court noted that the regulation which is relied upon 

must be clearly articulated and affirmatively expressed as state policy and supervised by the state itself.
180

 

Said Judge Lasnik:  
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the taxi industry in Washington [state] is heavily regulated at a local level under regulatory 

schemes that allow or require agreements, which in most other contexts, would be invalid as 

anticompetitive or monopolistic. The statutes have been used in a fairly consistent way, however, 

namely to allow municipalities to establish rates and other regulatory requirements in the taxi 

industry. They have never, as far as the Court is aware, been used to authorize collusion between 

individuals in the industry in order to establish a collective bargaining position in negotiations 

with other private party… whether existing state law covers, or was intended to cover, the sort of 

regulation the City attempts through the Ordinance is far from clear. Questions also remain 

regarding the level of state supervision contemplated by the Ordinance. The City does not 

establish the terms and conditions under which for-hire transportation is offered. Rather, those 

terms and conditions are negotiated between private parties, and there is no requirement that the 

City evaluate the competitive effects of the agreements reached. The City’s sole role is to review 

and approve the negotiated terms. While approval may be sufficient to trigger state immunity 

under governing case law, it is troubling that disapproval again places the matter back into the 

hands of private parties, with no state oversight.
181

 

 

Accordingly, the “potential absence” of any state oversight over the agreements, the lack of 

evaluation of competitive effect, and the potential impact upon an important transportation industry in 

Seattle raised “serious questions” in the court’s view about whether the immunity analysis was present 

(The court was at pains to note that this was not a final resolution of the issues but gave it sufficient pause 

to fashion the preliminary injunction ruling). 

 

Subsequently, the court provided a final resolution of the issues in addressing Seattle’s motion to 

dismiss. Judge Lasnik issued two opinions on this matter--the first, after rejecting Seattle’s procedural 

positions on standing and ripeness, where the court considered both the antitrust and preemption issues. 

This time around in an August 1 opinion
182

 Judge Lasnik took on the antirust issue first. 

 

In his August 1 opinion, he noted that the city of Seattle relied properly upon a clearly delegated 

authority “for regulating the for-hire transportation industry to local government units” which were 

authorized properly to use “anticompetitive means in furtherance of the goals of safety, reliability and 

stability.”
183

 The court noted that at the preliminary injunction stage it had balked at what it had viewed as 

a “novel” idea going beyond the establishment of rates and regulatory requirements. But on August 1 the 

court said: 

 
After full consideration of this matter, the Court finds that a municipality’s creativity in its 

attempts to promote the goals specified in the statute does not abrogate state immunity. The 

municipality need not ‘be able to point to a specific, detailed legislative authorization before it 

properly may assert a Parker defense to an antitrust suit.’… The fact that [the state’s statute in 

question]… does not expressly authorize collective negotiation regarding the terms and conditions 

under which for-hire drivers provide their services does not alter the fact that the state clearly 

contemplated and authorized regulations with anticompetitive effects in the for-hire transportation 

sphere.
184

 

 

Alluding to the key United States Supreme Court Southern Motor Carriers
185

 ruling the court 

noted that the state of Washington had intended to displace competition in industry through a regulatory 

structure satisfying the so-called first prong of the test to fashion a detailed policy implementation within 
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the strictures of governmental immunity from federal antitrust law. The court noted that the Washington 

statute “expressly authorizes a wide array of municipal regulation including ‘[a]ny other requirement 

adopted to ensure safe and reliable for hire vehicle transportation service.’ The Ordinance, while an 

admittedly novel approach to achieving the specified purposes, falls within the scope of the ‘other 

requirement’ delegation from the state,” said the court.
186

 Judge Lasnik noted that the Seattle city council 

had expressly found that the reliability and stability of the industry was promoted by “job security 

provisions, scheduling predictability, job training, methods of communicating health and safety 

information and enforcing health and safety standards, processes for resolving disputes with minimal 

rancor or conflict, and reductions in industrial accidents, vehicular accidents, and inoperative or 

malfunctioning equipment.”
187

 The overriding theme in this aspect of the August 1 opinion was the 

court’s unwillingness to “second-guess the efficacy of the means the municipality has chosen to promote 

safety, reliability, and stability …Otherwise, federal courts would be bogged down in local policy 

decisions and procedural reviews whenever it is alleged that the municipality, though possessing the 

delegated authority to act, has exercised that authority in an unwise or procedurally defective way.”
188

 

Through the state policy of displacing competition in this field the so-called first prong of the test was 

established. 

 

In examining this first prong, however, the court also noted that the Chamber’s contentions that 

the for-hire ride hailing companies do not provide transportation services would fall within the clearly-

articulated state policy, an argument addressed earlier by Judge Chen in a different context. Said Judge 

Lasnik: 

 
Plaintiffs maintain that they provide technological support to individuals who happen to offer for-

hire transportation services and that they are no more subject to regulation under the statutes than 

the manufacturer of a GPS device would be if a driver happened to use it when offering rides. 

Until the state clearly articulates and affirmatively expresses a policy to allow anticompetitive 

regulations of technology companies, the argument goes, the Sherman Act bars the City’s efforts 

in this sphere. This argument fails for at least two reasons. First, it is simply a variant on the 

arguments discussed above. Plaintiffs demand a specific authorization for the exact type of 

regulation at issue here before Parker immunity applies. Such a rule would require prescience on 

the part of the state legislature and deprive municipalities of the flexibility they need to address 

new problems in the for-hire transportation network as they arise. Second, the argument takes too 

narrow a view of the reach of RCW Ch. 46.72 and the state’s authorization of anticompetitive 

regulations. When determining whether the challenged Ordinance falls within the purview of the 

state policy, the Court takes a broad view of the authority granted by the statutes, broader even 

than would be applied when determining whether the municipality’s action were legal under state 

law. [citation omitted]. The statutes at issue in this case are broad to begin with: they authorize 

municipalities to regulate ‘privately operated for hire [and taxicab] transportation service’ within 

their boundaries for specified purposes. Plaintiffs fall within the reach of these statutes. They have 

contractual relationships with drivers regarding the provision of privately operated transportation 

services, the very services state law authorizes municipalities to regulate. Plaintiffs, through 

various software applications, match the for-hire drivers with whom they have contracted with 

customers in search of rides. Plaintiffs handle the billing and payment functions associated with 

these transactions. The same cannot be said for the manufacturer of the GPS device the driver uses 

or the mechanic who fixes her car. Until very recently, plaintiffs were proud of their role in the 

transportation sector: in their Amended Complaint, plaintiffs credit their ride-referral applications 

with helping to meet unmet demand for passenger motor vehicle services in the cities where they 

operate. Dkt. # 53 at ¶ 27. Given the undisputed facts regarding plaintiffs’ role in organizing and 

facilitating the provision of private cars for-hire in the Seattle market, it is disingenuous to argue 
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that they are beyond the reach of a statute that deems ‘privately operated for hire transportation 

services’ vital to the state’s transportation system and authorizes regulation thereof. Plaintiffs’ 

technology and contractual relationships, which control a number of the very activities RCW 

46.72.160 and RCW 81.72.210 expressly authorize municipalities to regulate, put plaintiffs 

squarely within the scope of local regulation under those statutes. The fact that plaintiffs use 

‘independent contractors’ rather than ‘employees’--or ‘apps’ rather than telephones --to derive 

compensation from the transport of passengers does not mean they are not engaged in privately 

operated for-hire transportation services, especially when the authorizing statute is read broadly as 

the Supreme Court directs. Combined with the express authority to suppress competition in this 

sphere, no more is needed to establish either the City’s authority to regulate and or its antitrust 

immunity.
189

 

 

The second prong, considered at both the first and second stages of analysis, is the state 

supervision test, i.e., active supervision by the state, a matter left largely unaddressed at the preliminary 

injunction stage because of the court’s previously-expressed concern about the novel legislative approach 

established by Seattle. But on August 1 the court noted that where a municipality was involved, as it was 

here, it is the municipality which must “actively supervise the conduct.”
190

 Noting the detailed criteria 

relevant to the establishment of the collective bargaining process and the procedural hurdles that exist in 

the rules,
191

 as well as the establishment of mandatory subjects of bargaining,
192

 a mandatory interest 

arbitration system, and the requirement that the Director of Finance and Administrative Services (DFA) 

approve an agreement imposed through voluntary negotiation, the court concluded that the city had met 

the active supervision requirement. The court noted that while Seattle did not purport to impose terms and 

conditions of parties, the director “may not passively accept the agreement proposed by the parties (or the 

arbitrator), but must compare the proposal to the legislative goals before determining whether to accept or 

reject it and issuing a written explanation.”
193

 Accordingly, the court concluded that Seattle had not 

violated the Sherman Antitrust Act and that statute did not preempt the state and local action in 

question.
194

 

 

When a clearly articulated state policy is present,
195

 a municipality need not be supervised by the 

State in order to obtain a government exception to the antitrust prohibitions.
196

 It is enough that the state 

make clear its intent to grant authority in the area of competition, through policy which provides for a 
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regulatory agency rather than the market itself. Said the Court: “as long as the State as sovereign entity 

clearly intends to displace competition in a particular field with a regulatory structure, the first prong 

[clear articulation] is satisfied.”
197

 

 

Again, the second prong is that the processes of organizational activity and collective bargaining 

provided by the government exemption to antitrust law is the requirement of active supervision of private 

parties. Some government supervision must review the substance of anticompetitive decision.
198

 More 

than agreement between the parties is required, although the Court has held that a private agreement is 

adequate if a state agency does not take action within a specific period of time because this can constitute 

adequate supervision under Parker.
199

  

 

Both at the preliminary injunction and the motion to dismiss stages, the court rejected the 

arguments put forward by plaintiffs on preemption. At the preliminary injunction stage, the court first 

examined the preemption issue from the perspective of the Supreme Court’s Garmon decision holding 

that subject matter “arguably” protected or prohibited was preempted.
200

 It noted that the Supreme Court 

was of the view that “Congress has entrusted administration of the labor policy for the Nation to a 

centralized administrative agency, armed with its own procedures, and equipped with specialized 

knowledge ad cumulative experience.”
201

 Notwithstanding the absence of a preemption clause in the 

NLRA, the intent of Congress to preempt has been inferred from the detailed legislation contained in the 

NLRA, particularly the Taft-Hartley amendments, in which the variegated laws of the states have been 

displaced.
202

 Part of the analysis has fashioned a primary jurisdiction role for the Board, providing that the 

determinations must be left in the “first instance” to a specialized administrative tribunal, i.e., the Board. 

In this connection, the Seattle court emphasized that neither the Chamber nor the individual plaintiffs has 

made the assertion that for-hire drivers are employees:  

 
[B]oth have taken the position that the for-hire drivers covered by the Ordinance are independent 

contractors and not subject to the NLRA. Thus, the Chamber’s claim of Garmon pre-emption is 

not tethered to the facts alleged. Because no party has asserted that for-hire drivers are employees, 

the issue will not be considered or resolved in this litigation. It is not enough for the Chamber to 

simply raise the possibility that for-hire drivers may ultimately prove, in some other case, that they 

are classified as employees.
203
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The prerequisite, said the court, was a burden thrust upon the Chamber to put forward enough evidence to 

enable the court to find that the Board “reasonably concludes that drivers are employees subject to the 

protections and the prohibitions of the NLRA.”
204

  

 

The second major Supreme Court decision involving this issue is the so called Machinists
205

 case. 

The ruling involved the question of whether Congress intended for commerce to be unregulated because 

the parties were involved in the “free play of economic forces.”
206

 The theory pursued by the Seattle 

Chamber of Commerce is that although independent contractors are excluded by the statute, the states 

may not regulate them just as they are precluded from legislation involving supervisors.
207

 On the other 

hand, where, for instance, farmworkers
208

 and growers and domestic servants
209

 have been excluded by 

federal law, the states have been allowed to regulate labor-managerial relations involving these two 

groups. The district court relied upon on the latter line of authority relating to agricultural workers and 

domestic servants and concluded that those cases governed the instant dispute. And in a subsequent 

proceeding,
210

 the court rejected other preemption arguments put forward to the effect that union shop 

provisions and economic pressure which might be characterized as secondary activity, where there are 

labor organization issues involved,
211

 largely on the grounds that facts relating to a potential collision 
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between federal and state regulatory laws were not developed and thus not yet ripe for judicial or 

administrative consideration.
212

  

  

At the motion to dismiss stage, Judge Lasnik adhered to his earlier preliminary injunction 

approach and focused upon the Supreme Court’s Davis ruling which held that the Garmon “arguably” test 

which requires that it be determined “initially” by the NLRB is “not satisfied by a conclusory assertion of 

pre-emption … where NLRB jurisdiction has been invoked.”
213

 The Court has said that if the Garmon 

arguably test:  
 

is to mean anything, it must mean that the party claiming pre-emption is required to demonstrate 

that his case is one that the Board could legally decide in his favor… The lack of a Board decision 

in no way suggests how it would or could decide the case if it had the opportunity to do so… 

[The] better view is that those claiming pre-emption must carry the burden of showing at least an 

arguable case before the jurisdiction of a state court will be ousted.
214

 

 

 In reiterating his view that preemption was not present here notwithstanding the primary 

jurisdiction of the Board resolving what is “arguable” under the NLRA, Judge Lasnik stressed the point 

the employer took the position that drivers are independent contractors and therefore the claim of 

preemption “is not tethered to the facts alleged… It is not enough for the Chamber to simply raise the 

possibility that for-hire drivers may ultimately prove, in some other case, that they are properly classified 

as employees.”
215

  

 

Finally, the court concluded that the mere chronological coincidence of statutory of exclusions of 

both supervisors and independent contractors at the same time was not a basis for reaching the same 

conclusion inasmuch as their respective exclusions were enacted for different reasons. Here the court 

noted that the supervisors were excluded because they posed both a threat to the independence of labor 

and the rights of management, considerations that were not present in connection with independent 

contractors. 

 

However, warranting some discussion here are two hurdles which went unaddressed in Judge 

Lasnik’s opinion. The first relates to both the Supreme Court and Second Circuit decisions providing for 

preemption where the Board has declined to exercise jurisdiction.
216

 It seems to me that these cases are 

not directly on point inasmuch as they involved areas where presumably the Board could have taken 

jurisdiction in its discretion
217

--in contrast to the independent contractor context where Congress has 

directly precluded the Board from taking jurisdiction and what remains is a fact intensive examination as 

to which side of a given worker or a group of workers is on the demarcation line. Perhaps the collision 

between federal and state regulation is less here.  
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In the Seattle ordinance case, the Board has not entered the picture at all--just as this was true in 

Davis. In Davis it is clear that the supervisors were excluded just as independent contractors are--but the 

exclusive problem there was one of assessment of facts. In that case there was no doubt that supervisors 

are statutorily excluded--the question was whether the facts involving the individual in question supported 

his exclusion. Under these circumstances, Davis precludes preemption of the state or local jurisdiction 

where the Board has not taken action and where the party claiming preemption has not introduced 

evidence to support its position.  

 

One difference between Davis and the independent contractor controversy involving drivers in 

ride-hailing is that while a burden is thrust upon a party to engage in an exclusively fact-intensive analysis 

to establish preemption, the Seattle case deals with a controversy about a broad category of workers 

newly minted by technological innovation. This was not the case in Davis. The question of whether this 

new industry is within the NLRA, and I think that it is, is quite clearly one for the Board. In contrast to 

Davis, the issue here requires an examination of not only facts but significant conclusions of law as well. 

Federal Express, like the cases which preceded it, is illustrative of this process (the Court of Appeals in 

Federal Express simply got the conclusion wrong!). 

 

The differences here from the relied-upon Davis precedent create the distinct possibility that 

drivers will be shut out in both the federal and state arenas if broad preemption principles are applied – if 

the drivers are excluded as independent contractors at the federal level, these principles would also deny 

them a forum in a state or municipality.  

 

A second preemption problem relates to the fact that, notwithstanding the above referenced 

differences relating to the independence of unions and the rights of management present in the 

supervisory context, much of what could be said about supervisory unionization in 1947 might also be 

said about independent contractors today--at least in the view of the 80
th
 Congress which defined the Taft-

Harley amendments and was concerned about subjecting workers--in that case supervisors--to the 

“leveling processes, seniority, uniformity and standardization” associated with unionization.
218

 This could 

also be said about independent contractors.
219

 The federal judiciary, led by a fundamentally conservative 

Supreme Court majority,
220

 may discern an intent by the 80
th
 congress to cabin union activity to its 

traditional stronghold of production workers and the like,
221

 notwithstanding union attempts to break into 

white collar and professional ranks. This consideration too went undiscussed at the trial level. 
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On one point, however, Judge Lasnik is fundamentally unassailable and correct. The fact is that 

the supervisory language prohibiting collective bargaining at any level is not present in the independent 

contractor context. The opinion therefore properly relied upon the case authority which provided for state 

jurisdiction in connection with other exclusions, i.e., farmworkers and domestic employees. But it is quite 

possible that the federal judiciary--particularly the Supreme Court--may see it differently,
222

 given the 

undiscussed consideration to which I have alluded.  

 

 

V. The Next Steps Beyond 

 

What if then the Seattle litigation fails for the city on either preemption or antitrust grounds, a 

prospect that is somewhat more realizable in the preemption arena? What if the drivers and the unions 

that represent them lose either before the NLRB or the federal judiciary and are cast into the darkness of 

the independent contractor category, notwithstanding the fact they are not entrepreneurs who could be 

engaged in price fixing in any sense of the word? What if class actions are crippled anew by arbitration 

clauses in the last stand against them involving the compatibility of such agreements with the NLRA and 

its protection of concerted activity itself (recall that above referenced Ninth Circuit rulings would keep 

Uber clauses intact even if employees prevail as a general proposition)?
223

 

 

Senator Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts has outlined four areas for reform which take on 

particular significance if ride-hailing drivers are found to have no rights under federal or state labor laws. 

These are: (1) providing for the ability of such workers to pay social security contribution and to buy 

insurance against disability or illness as well as to obtain the credits for paid leave; (2) portable health 

benefits which move from employer to employer in much the same way that the Affordable Health Care 

Act has made it possible for employees to retain insurance even though they move to a new employer; (3) 

the need to streamline existing labor law and the right of all workers, including independent contractors, 

to avail themselves of the collective bargaining process.
224

 No legislative proposals have moved beyond 

the elementary discussion stage. Most of the more well-publicized union initiatives have taken place in 

California and New York. 

 

Seattle Local 174, International Brotherhood of Teamsters, was a major proponent of the above-

described Seattle legislation and has attempted to organize such workers. But the Teamsters, long 

opponents of deregulation in transportation, have thus far rejected this avenue in California.
225

 One 

opportunity, short of litigation on the independent contractor-employee issue before the NLRB and the 

courts, appears to have been the O’Connor litigation which provided for an organizational association to 

represent the drivers who had disputes about the deactivation or dismissal through a dispute resolution 

mechanism: “Uber has agreed to recognize and fund peer-run drivers associations in California and 

Massachusetts as part of the settlement of a class action lawsuit over employer status. So far, the 

Teamsters seem most interested in the opportunity.”
226

 The same dynamics are present at Lyft as well, 
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where employer financed dispute resolution machinery has been put in place.
227

 Although the Teamsters 

have obtained agreement from the city of San Francisco to cancel late fees and penalties for business 

registration permits for Uber and Lyft drivers by setting up meetings with the city and the members of the 

Board of Supervisors, the O’Connor agreement has not been approved
228

 and at this point its decree is not 

of help.  

 

In New York, however, a very different picture has unfolded. There Uber has recognized an 

organization known as the Independent Drivers Guild, affiliated with a regional branch of International 

Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAM) and the first of its kind.
229

 Recall that Uber 

opposed unionization in both California and in Seattle where it placed television ads during Seattle 
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Seahawks games denouncing alleged union practices and demands.
230

 Under the New York agreement 

which is not available to the public, the Guild has a form of representative status for a period of five years 

and the agreement provides for monthly meetings between the parties where drivers “can raise issues of 

concern.”
231

 A dispute resolution procedure has been put in place which provides that the Guild may 

represent drivers who are appealing decisions by Uber to bar them from the platform. Moreover, drivers 

are able to buy discounted legal services, discounted life and disability insurance and discounted roadside 

help for problems that they confront while driving. However, the agreement precludes bargaining over 

fares, benefits, and other protections, the understanding being that Uber will continue to control these 

elements unilaterally. The union pledges not only to enter into a no organizing commitment but also 

pledges not to organize the drivers through procedures like those of the NLRB where, to engage in 

procedures, the drivers would have to be recognized as employees rather than independent contractors. 

Moreover, like the O’Connor decree contemplated, Uber financially assists the Guild. This has led the 

Taxi Drivers Alliance, a rival of the Guild to file unfair labor practice charges with the Board in New 

York City alleging unlawful company assistance strictures which applied to anyone, i.e., employees, 

covered by the NLRA itself.  

 

However, whatever the disputes about both the secrecy of the agreement and the assistance 

provided, it must be recognized that (1) historically many of the unions of the Great Depression of 1930s 

arose from the ashes of subsequently discredited so-called company unions
232

 which were prohibited by 

the Act and drew its author’s (Senator Robert Wagner) special ire;
233

 (2) the Guild has been able to take 

credit for a number of reforms that have been instituted. In the first place, the app used by Uber, unlike 

that of many of the taxis, does not provide for tipping. At one point it was said that Uber, in contrast to 

Lyft, prohibited tipping but in recent years this was eased and in the summer of 2017 the policy was 

reversed, providing for tipping of the drivers.
234

 As noted, Lyft, which has no organization comparable to 

the Guild, apparently has encouraged tipping for some time.
235

 

 

Another issue apparently addressed by Guild relates to so-called waiting time, i.e., when the 

customer is not ready the question of whether the driver should be compensated for that time. Under the 

FLSA of 1938 it appears that such time should be compensated if the worker is in fact an employee. Once 

again, the issues are complicated by virtue of the independent contractor-employee controversy.  

Yet another very important issue arises out of Uber’s accounting which involved its commission 

on fares that included sales tax, rather than on the pretax portion of the fare in New York: “if, for 

instance, a passenger paid $20 for a ride, and if taxes accounted for roughly $2 of that fare, Uber took its 

commission on the entire $20 rather than on $18.”
236

 In this matter, however, the Taxi Workers Alliance, 
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the Guild rival in New York City, appears to have played a key role, “pointing out ‘improprieties in the 

way Uber was calculating its commissions, as well as other issues involving improper treatment of 

drivers.’”
237

 

 

Of course, an equally important consideration, as Senator Warren’s comments noted, is the 

absence of benefits and general protection for workers who are characterized or regarded by their 

employer as an independent contractor. It seems clear that that aspect of the 1944 Hearst decision which 

held that the presence of fringe benefits would be a consideration in granting workers employee status, 

has backfired in major respects for drivers, given that Uber’s openly stated view is that it denies benefits 

because of the consequences for employee status.
238

 

 

A portable benefit system, whether negotiated with a union, instituted unilaterally or the product 

of legislation at the federal or state level, should undoubtedly include “at least a core of health insurance, 

retirement, and insurance for injured workers, but could be expanded to include optional types of 

insurance (like vision, dental, life, etc.), paid time off, education and training and potentially even novel 

products like income-smoothing tools or wage insurance.”
239

 President Obama called for a portable 

benefits program in his fiscal year 2017 budget, advocating for “the development of programs to provide 

grants to states and nonprofits to design ways to provide retirement and other employee benefits that can 

be portable and accommodate contributions for multiple employers.”
240

 Pooled plans in which 

contributions are made by both workers and employers have already gained acceptance in industries as 

dramatically different as motion pictures in Hollywood and the construction sector.  

 

Harris and Krueger, in advocating a new or third classification for independent workers in the gig 

economy, have proposed that so called “intermediaries,”  i.e., ridesharing companies, pay half of 

“independent workers’” contributions towards FICA payroll taxes for social security and Medicare and 

make half of the FICA contributions. However, they have argued that it “would not be efficient or 

feasible to require intermediaries to provide this class of workers with other protections and benefits, such 

as overtime protection or unemployment insurance.”
241

 These proposals seem wrong-headed inasmuch as 

hours of work for such workers, grounded in the fact that many are truly dependent rather than 

independent, will constitute an inordinate amount of time, unless the matter is regulated by a legal or 

collective bargaining process. Indeed, although special legislation to address the peculiar needs of 

independent or dependent workers is appropriate, I am not sure that this should be devised on the 
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assumption that they are not employees, given that a substantial number of these drivers seem to possess 

the characteristics of employees rather than independent contractors.  

 

Professor Cherry and Aloisi have persuasively argued that a third category should not be created 

given the inevitable litigation about these boundaries and the fact that it would “result in downgrading 

employees to intermediate status, that would do nothing to eliminate the problem of bogus contractor 

status.”
242

 Relying upon comparative experience, they write that the establishment of “[t]hree categories 

create more room for mischief than two…”
243

 With regard to the contention by Harris and Krueger that 

hours would be too difficult to compute, they state that “there is no lack of data or any difficulty tracing 

hours. In fact, the platforms that enable matching workers with consumers who need their services also 

allow for the gathering of data about the work and the workers on a completely unprecedented scale. . . . 

Indeed, many platforms can measure precisely how much time and effort a worker spends on a task, down 

to the minutes spent waiting in traffic (in the case of ridesharing app) or the number of keystrokes (in the 

case of crowdwork). In fact, one of the major concerns with platform work is not difficulty tracing time, 

work, and hours, as Harris and Krueger posit, but rather the constant and pervasive surveillance through 

GPS, phone, and app data.”
244

 Finally, they note that the Harris and Krueger idea to take gig workers out 

of minimum wage legislation runs contrary to the move to raise the minimum wage currently in process 

in the United States. They write: “If there is generally a movement to raise the federal minimum wage, 

why have a proposal concurrently to eliminate minimum wage completely for gig workers?”
245

 They note 

that the elimination of rights afforded to employees in the United States is particularly inappropriate given 

the comparatively inferior conditions vis-a-vis many industrialized nations throughout the world.
246

 

 

True, the diversity of the workforce in terms of hours worked is substantial. But, if anything, this 

warrants an approach similar to that employed by the NLRB and the Seattle ordinance under which a 

demarcation line was established between those workers who use the app with considerable frequency 

and those for whom it is truly a sideline job, bordering on an outside leisure supplement to earnings or 

social security, i.e., working on the weekend or a day or two a week every now and then. 

 

In any event, bills have been put forward at the federal and state level to provide for portable 

benefits and other protections, reflecting a growing need for protection.
247

 New York, in expanding the 
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ride-share service to the entire state, has expanded the Black Car Fund, which had provided for-hire 

workers in New York City with workers’ compensation funded by a small consumer surcharge added to 

the ride, throughout the entire state of New York.
248

 Senator Mark Warner
249

 has introduced a bill that 

would provide portable benefits for independent workers through a Pilot Program Act. This bill would 

provide so-called independent workers who “do not have access to benefits and protections typically 

provided to traditional full time-employment.” The bill provides that states, local governments or 

“nonprofit organizations” are eligible to apply for and receive grants which would be designed to create 

or modify existing models of relating to approaches for the provision of portable benefits to independent 

workers. Independent workers are defined as “any worker who is not a traditional full time-employee of 

the entity hiring the worker for the eligible work, including any independent contractor, contract worker, 

self-employed individual, freelance worker, temporary worker, or contingent worker.”
250

 One virtue of 

this approach is that no worker is required to surrender employment rights as the Harris-Krueger approach 

suggests. Non-traditional employees need not be independent contractors--it seems appropriate for both 

employees and contractors who are unprotected to have access to the benefits described above. 

 

Bills establishing mechanisms to address portable benefits issues have been introduced in 

jurisdictions such as New York and New Jersey.
251

 Frequently they provide that those who represent 

worker interests are to be represented in the decision-making. Some others have suggested that this is akin 

to a guild type of approach in collective bargaining which, as noted above, has been used in construction, 

theater and film as well as in entertainment generally for many years.
252

 Under such a framework the 

guilds could provide a more centralized mode of representation, which might provide a voice for workers 

that is increasingly absent due to the decentralized system of representation contained in an “appropriate 

unit” in the United States today
253

 and the consequent complete absence of a democratic voice in the 
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workplace, let alone union representation. One should expect more activity in this arena as the 

independent contractor issue heats up--particularly if Democrats and Republicans can come together to 

reverse Hearst Newspapers on its determination that the existence of fringe benefits is a factor arguing in 

favor of employee status under the NLRA. As noted above, this is a factor which provides a practical 

obstacle to any kind of consensus in addressing those so-called independent workers who are currently 

excluded from protection. 

 

To sum up, my own judgment is that Harris-Krueger support for a third classification is 

misguided given the fact that litigation will produce facts in a good number of instances supporting 

employee status for such drivers. Yet the fact that Federal Express points in the opposite direction, and 

that preemption as well as antitrust hurdles remain for the Seattle ordinance and those that follow in its 

wake, could make such a classification an option--though, for the reasons stated by Professor Cherry and 

Aloisi, hardly the best of all options. Of one thing we can be sure--expanding the independent contractor 

classification as some gig economy employers want in exchange for a portable benefits program should 

be a non-starter.
 254

 

 

VI. Conclusion 

 

My own judgment is that a substantial number of the drivers in the ride-sharing taxis are properly 

characterized as employees rather than independent contractors. The early trucking cases established, for 

the most part, employee status.  The major characteristic which supports the opposite conclusion is the 

flexibility and number of hours possessed by such workers. But for those who work on a regular basis of 

30, 40, 50 hours or more per week, this is likely to be a difference in form as opposed to substance. And, 

as the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia has made clear in Lancaster Symphony, the notion of 

part-time work for multiple employers deprives them of employee status is fundamentally inconsistent 

with the NLRA.  

 

There are two major problems, however. If the D.C. Circuit view of Federal Express as opposed 

to Lancaster Symphony is a proper indicator of what future rulings will be, Uber and Lyft would fall into 

the independent contractor category. If anything, Federal Express was a stronger case--or at least equal to 

the ride hailing cases for employee status--as compared to that which is likely to exist in Uber and Lyft. 

Again, Lancaster Symphony, which is the more recent of the two,
255

 would seem to undercut the strength 

of this ruling.  

 

A second and somewhat unfortunate irony is that for Seattle, which has an ordinance covering the 

more active drivers and asserts jurisdiction because they are independent contractors, my analysis would 

tend to make the drivers employees and thus more arguably preempted under a Garmon or Machinists 

standard. Nonetheless, these will be individualized fact-intensive disputes under Davis, preserving the 

above-noted reliance on that ruling. 
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Hall Trucking, Inc., 290 NLRB 41 (1988). Under some circumstances this may be rebutted. See Prince Telecom, 

347 NLRB 789 (2006). 
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But even if the employee status issue is won, as I contend it should be, it may be a pyrrhic victory 

at best because of institutional features which stands in the way of a victory’s realization. The first is that 

because, as noted, all such disputes are inevitably fact specific and different conclusions can be properly 

reached with regard to different groups of drivers.  

 

The second is that, as a general proposition, there is and will be considerable delay before the 

NLRB due to its convoluted procedures.
256

 And, in any event, it is quite likely that in the short run a new 

and conservative NLRB hostile to employee status, like the Court of Appeals in Federal Express, will 

emerge. 

 

Third, notwithstanding special features for California,
257

 the issues which have been presented to 

the Supreme Court in cases involving the compatibility of employer prohibitions of class actions are 

likely to be won by employers, given the Court’s recent precedent and predilections. 

 

Fourth, there is the prospect of state or local legislation. But California has not taken this step. 

Even if Seattle is successful – and that road contains substantial hurdles--it is likely that corporate 

influence will induce most states to follow the lead of Texas and others and preempt such legislation. 

After all, such legislation only has a chance when the state itself has clearly articulated a policy 

warranting immunization from antitrust law. As bold and imaginative as is the Seattle ordinance, 

whatever its prospects on appeal, it is noteworthy that no municipality has yet followed in Seattle’s 

footsteps, though some may remain interested. It seems likely that antitrust and preemption law will haunt 

legislative initiatives, given the composition of the Court and the general tenor of our times.  

 

This then is a twilight struggle, one portion of the policy debate on reducing inequality between 

our people. In the years to come, it will occupy an increasing amount of public attention in the debate 

about a reshaped balance of power between labor and capital.
258

 New litigation, always lengthy and 

arduous, may take us to the realm of a driverless economy in which jobs involved in the current litigation 

may no longer exist,
259

 when the debate could turn to basic issues involving adequate income for all of 

our people 
260

 regardless of employment or employment status. 
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hurting the economy. It would also make parking garages and parking spaces superfluous, freeing up valuable real 

estate.  

More people might decide to live, say, 100 miles from their workplaces because algorithms would make traffic flow 

more smoothly and allow people to nap, work or watch Netflix while commuting.  

Cities could be forced to put up barriers separating cars from pedestrians, who might feel emboldened to walk into 

traffic believing that cars would automatically stop for them… 

Automakers, lawmakers and regulators need to do more to perfect this technology, and reassure the public. There is 

a lot riding on that work.” 
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